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Honey bees (Apis mellifera L.) are the most important insects for the pollination of crops 
and wildflowers. However, they have experienced increasing colony die-offs during the 
past two decades.  Multiple species of parasitic mites have been described that affect 
honey bees. The most important species in beekeeping belong to the genus Varroa 
(Varroa jacobsoni and Varroa destructor). Varroa mite parasitism of honey bees is 
thought to be the most significant cause of colony mortality worldwide, and mite 
resistance to active ingredients of acaricides has become common. V. destructor causes 
direct impacts on bee production as well as indirect effects on bee health by vectoring 
viruses and other pathogens. These large ectoparasitic mites are associated with a 
condition known as parasitic mite syndrome, or PMS. When colonies exhibit PMS 
pathogens, brood diseases and viruses are present at unusually high levels. The open 
wound caused during feeding can allow microorganisms to enter and weaken the host, 
and mites themselves are vectors for viruses and perhaps other bee pathogens. There are a 
number of studies that also suggest that the primary cause of colony mortality is the 
viruses associated with the mites. Until recently, Varroa jacobsoni was known to only 
live and reproduce in Asian honey bee (Apis cerana) colonies while V. destructor
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 successfully reproduces in both A. cerana and A. mellifera colonies. However, we have 
sampled an island population of V. jacobsoni that is highly destructive to A. mellifera, the 
primary species used for pollination and honey production. These recently discovered 
populations of mites represent an enormous threat to apiculture.  
 
For the first part of this project, we focused on investigating the differences in gene 
expression between populations of V. jacobsoni mites reproducing on A. cerana and 
those reproducing on A. mellifera (detailed description of the methods and results are 
discussed in chapter two). Briefly, we sequenced and assembled a de novo transcriptome 
of V. jacobsoni. We also performed a differential gene expression analysis contrasting 
biological replicates of V. jacobsoni populations that differed in their ability to parasitize 
A. mellifera. Using the edgeR, EBSeq, and DESeq R packages for the differential gene 
expression analysis, we found 287 differentially expressed genes (FDR ≤ 0.05), of which 
91% were up-regulated in mites paraistizing A. mellifera. Furthermore, we searched for 
orthologous genes in public databases and were able to associate 100 of these 287 
differentially expressed genes with a functional description. The mites found parasitizing 
A. mellifera showed substantially more variation in expression among replicates. While a 
small set of genes including, putative transcription factors and digestive tract 
developmental genes showed reduced expression in the mites, the vast majority of 
differentially expressed genes were up-regulated. These up-regulated genes are associated 
with mitochondrial respiratory function and apoptosis, suggesting that mites on this host 
may have experienced higher stress levels and were less optimally adapted to parasitize 
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them. Some genes involved in reproduction and oogenesis were also over-expressed, 
which should be further studied in regards to this host shift. 
 
The second part of the study was carried out to survey, for the first time, the viruses 
associated with V. jacobsoni and to determine whether these viruses played a role in mite 
colonization (detailed description of methods and results are discussed in chapter three). 
Briefly, we assembled a virus transcriptome of V. jacobsoni to provide the first survey of 
pathogens in this species. Among the list of putative viruses found were Deformed Wing 
Virus (DWV), Dragonfly Cyclovirus 1, Farmington Virus, Formica Exsecta Virus 2, 
Halyomorpha Halys Virus, Heliconius Erato Iflavirus, Kakugo Virus, Kirsten Murine 
Sarcoma Virus, Sacbrood Virus, Spodoptera Exigua Iflavirus 1. Our findings suggest that 
overall all the mite samples had similar viruses, with slight variations in the abundance of 
certain sequences. A search against a honey bee associated microbe database revealed the 
likely presence of Macula-like virus (Tymoviridae), a microsporidian and a spiroplasma, 
all of which have been previously reported for A. mellifera. The results from the 
expression analysis suggested that there are four different viruses that are differentially 
expressed between mites on A. cerana and A. mellifera, three of which were found up-
regulated on the A. mellifera hosts. Among those three sequences, we found a match to 
Dragonfly Cyclovirus PK5222. Although this exact sequence was not similarly expressed 
across all samples of the two hosts, this Cyclovirus appears to be one of the most 
abundant viruses that were common to all samples. This analysis also showed a clear 
geographical clustering of the samples according to the expression patterns. Samples 
collected in Solomon Islands (SI) clustered together and the samples collected in Papua 
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New Guinea (PNG) also clustered together in their own group. The lack of clear 
expression differences between the two hosts suggests that the viruses are not critical for 
host acquisition or overcoming host defenses. We have solid evidence that DWV infects 
V. jacobsoni and it is surprising that it is most closely related to an isolate from North 
America. As far as we know this is the first time that DWV has been reported in V. 






CHAPTER 1 LITERATURE REVIEW 
1.1 Background on Varroa parasitism of honey bees 
Multiple species of parasitic mites have been described that affect honey bees. The most 
important species in beekeeping belong to the genus Varroa (V. jacobsoni and V. 
destructor). Varroa mite parasitism of honey bees is thought to be the most significant 
cause of colony mortality worldwide, and mite resistance to active ingredients of 
acaricides has become common (Elzen et al., 1999a; Elzen & Westervelt, 2002; Elzen et 
al., 1999b; Milani, 1999; Skinner et al., 2003; Spreafico et al., 2001; Thompson et al., 
2002) V. destructor causes direct impacts on bee production as well indirect effects on 
bee health by transmitting viruses and other pathogens (Boecking & Spivak, 1999; 
Bowen-Walker et al., 1999; Webster & Delaplane, 2001). Recent survey results agree 
that one of the common denominators among the winter honey bee colony losses is 
Varroa mites. A survey of colony losses in 18 countries in the winter of 2007/2008 
showed mortality levels ranging from 10-36% (Currie et al., 2010; vanEngelsdorp et al., 
2010). Guzmán-Novoa (Guzmán-Novoa et al., 2010) reported that in Ontario, Canada, 
the best predictor of winter losses in a survey of 400 hives during 2007-2008 was V. 
destructor; around 27% of the colonies died and 85% of their winter mortality was 
significantly associated with high mite infestations. Results from a survey from Norway
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where V. destructor has not yet reached the northern regions of the country, revealed an 
average of 10.3% colony loss during the winters of 1999-2008 in regions were V. 
destructor is present and 6.3% loss in regions where mites are absent (Dahle, 2010).  
 
1.2 The life cycle of Varroa mites 
The Varroa mite’s life cycle can be divided in two phases: 1) the phoretic phase, during 
which the adult female mites live on the adult bee. The crab-like shape of the female 
mites allows them to hide beneath the abdominal sclerites of the honey bees and stay 
there until they are ready for reproduction, and 2) the reproductive phase, where the 
female mite reproduces inside the brood cell of the honey bee (Martin, 2001a). After the 
female mite invades the cell, the first egg laid becomes a haploid male, which will later 
mate with his sisters to give rise to the next generation. Mated female mites are phoretic 
on adult honey bees but male mites die after the bee emerges. Varroa mites feed on the 
hemolymph of the larva, pupa and adults. When the mites feed on the young they cause 
damage that results in weak adults that are smaller or diseased (Rosenkranz et al., 2010).  
 
1.3 The Role of Viruses in Parasitic Mite Syndrome (PMS) 
Mites are able to transmit different viral diseases, (Bowen-Walker et al., 1999) and the 
open wound caused during feeding can also allow other microorganisms to enter and kill 
the host (Bailey, 1981). The appearance of brood diseases and viral diseases in a colony 
collapsing from Varroa parasitism has been called parasitic mite syndrome.  There are a 
number of studies that suggest that the primary cause of colony mortality is the viruses 
associated with the mites. Honey bee viruses were not considered a serious problem prior 
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to the spread of Varroa in Europe (Chen & Siede, 2007; de Miranda & Genersch, 2010; 
Francis et al., 2013a; Francis et al., 2013b; Genersch & Aubert, 2010). Most of the 
viruses associated with Varroa are positive-strand RNA viruses of the family 
Dicistroviridae. There are two species complexes in this family that commonly use V. 
destructor as a host and a vector. The first complex consists of deformed wing virus 
(DWV) and V. destructor virus-1 (VDV-1). Recombinants between DWV and VDV-1 
have been found replicating in symptomatic bees parasitized by Varroa (Zioni et al., 
2011). The second species complex consists of Israeli acute paralysis virus (IAPV), acute 
bee paralysis virus (ABPV) and Kashmir bee virus (KBV). Levels of black queen cell 
virus (BQCV) and sacbrood virus (SBV) have also been found to be elevated in colonies 
with high Varroa infestations. ABPV and IAPV have been associated with winter losses 
(Cox-Foster et al., 2007b; Nguyen et al., 2011).  
 
DWV has become the most common honey bee virus worldwide. The incidence and 
abundance of DWV and VDV-1 correspond closely to the spread of V. destructor, which 
suggests that the mites act as reservoirs for the virus (Genersch & Aubert, 2010; Martin et 
al., 2012; Mondet et al., 2014b). The diversity of DWV isolates in honey bees can also 
drastically decrease with parasitism. Transmission of DWV by a mite or by experimental 
injection appears to select for a particularly virulent isolate (Ryabov et al., 2014). 
Whether the feeding of Varroa mites suppresses immune gene expression in honey bees 
is controversial, but the feeding or artificial wounding of the pupa increases DWV titers 
(Kuster et al., 2014; Nazzi et al., 2012; Ryabov et al., 2014; Yang & Cox-Foster, 2005). 
Although a lot has been learned about Varroa-virus interactions it is not yet known 
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whether the virus plays a role in allowing the mite to colonize the host, or whether these 
viruses are also present in V. jacobsoni. 
 
1.4 Origin and spread of V. jacobsoni and V. destructor   
V. jacobsoni was first found parasitizing the Asian honey bee A. cerana, in Java, 
Indonesia at the beginning of the 19th century. In 1957 these mites were reportedly found 
parasitizing the European honey bee A. mellifera in colonies from the Philippines. 
However, differences in virulence, morphology, reproductive isolation, and genetics were 
observed between Varroa mites infesting the two species of honey bees, leading to the 
conclusion that V. jacobsoni was a complex of two species; and a new name V. destructor 
was given to a group of haplotypes that were reproductively isolated from those called V. 
jacobsoni (Anderson & Trueman, 2000). Furthermore, a total of 18 haplotypes (mites 
with unique mtDNA sequences) were identified by analyzing an mtDNA fragments, and 
coding a portion of the cytochrome oxidase I (cox1) gene. The sequence of this fragment 
comprises 458 base pairs (bp). Each of the haplotypes that will be mentioned in this 
review were named after the country/island where they were found for the first time 
infesting A. cerana (Table 1.1). 
 
Six out of 18 haplotypes identified (China 1, Japan, Korea, Nepal, Sri Lanka and Vietnam) 
were allocated to the new species V. destructor. Interestingly, two of these six haplotypes 
(Korea and Japan) were found infesting both A. cerana and A. mellifera. The Korea, or K 
haplotype is most common, and has been identified in A. mellifera colonies in Europe, 
Middle East, Africa, Asia, and the Americas. The Japan, or J haplotype has been found 
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infesting A. mellifera in Japan, Thailand and the Americas. The J and K haplotypes are 
reported to be the only two haplotypes that successfully reproduce in A. mellifera outside 
of Asia (Navajas et al., 2010). Furthermore, the K haplotype has been characterized as 
being more virulent than the J haplotype (Anderson & Trueman, 2000; De Guzman et al., 
1997; de Guzman & Rinderer, 1999; Garrido et al., 2003). The remaining four haplotypes 
of V. destructor (China 1, Nepal, Sri Lanka and Vietnam) were found infesting A. cerana 
only. The haplotypes (Ambon, Bali, Borneo, Flores, Java, Lombok, Malaysia Peninsular, 
Sumatra, and Sumbawa) were described as V. jacobsoni affecting A. cerana only.  
 
In China, V. jacobsoni has not been found. Only the K haplotype was found infesting A. 
mellifera in China but three other haplotypes of V. destructor were found infesting A. 
cerana colonies, suggesting reproductive isolation of haplotypes (Zhou et al., 2004). A 
comparable situation was also reported by Anderson and Trueman, (2000) in Java, 
Indonesia, where reproductive isolation was observed between sympatric populations of 
Varroa mites. The Korean haplotype of V. destructor was only found on A. mellifera and 
the Java haplotype of V. jacobsoni was found only on A. cerana. This isolation is mainly 
maintained by the inability of the Java haplotype to reproduce in A. mellifera. Another 
similar case is the one reported by (Fuchs & Anderson, 2000) where Varroa mites 
infesting A. cerana and A. mellifera belong to two different haplotypes, (Vietnam and 




1.5 Genetic variation in V. destructor infesting A. mellifera 
Further studies to try to understand the genetic variability of V. destructor haplotypes 
affecting A. mellifera (J and K haplotypes) have been carried out using several molecular 
approaches. Throughout the years different groups of investigators have reached the same 
conclusion, that there is a remarkable absence of polymorphisms in the Varroa 
populations of Europe and USA collected on A. mellifera (Anderson & Trueman, 2000; 
Biasiolo, 1992; Kraus & Hunt, 1995). In addition, a widespread study using microsatellite 
markers in 45 different populations of Varroa mites from around the world showed a 
relative lack of polymorphisms within each of the two haplotypes that successfully infest 
A. mellifera outside of Asia. These results suggested that these two haplotypes, J and K, 
each correspond to a single host capture event, followed by a rapid spread worldwide. 
Two routes of invasion of V. destructor into the Americas and specifically into the USA 
have been proposed based on the dates and places where they were first detected 
(Navajas, 2010; Navajas et al., 2010; Solignac et al., 2005). The J haplotype first shifted 
from A. cerana to A. mellifera in Japan during the last century following the introduction 
of A. mellifera. From Japan, it spread to Thailand, then to Paraguay in (1971), and then to 
Brazil in 1972, and later North America in 1987. The K haplotype first shifted from A. 
cerana to A. mellifera near Vladivostok (north of the Korean peninsula), following the 
introduction of A. mellifera from Ukraine in the 1950’s. Later, it spread from eastern 
Russia to western Russia, then to Bulgaria in 1972, and Germany in 1977, and then 




1.6 Genetic variation of V. destructor infesting A. mellifera and A. cerana 
To further understand the genetic variability of V. destructor haplotypes, researchers 
carried out a study to determine how variable V. destructor is on its primary host (A. 
cerana) and its new host (A. mellifera) in Asia where the host shift originated. A total of 
21 samples of female Varroa mites were analyzed, 14 were found infesting A. cerana and 
seven were found infesting A. mellifera. Samples were first analyzed based on sequence 
obtained from the cox1 gene (458 bp) and then further analyzed based on 2700 bp 
sequence of 4 mtDNA genes (cox1, cox3, atp6 and cytb). Results revealed more genetic 
variability of V. destructor haplotypes infesting both honey bee species in Asia (Table 
1.2). A total of 18 haplotypes were identified in Asia, which included a new China 
haplotype (China 3) found in A. cerana, and new variants of the J and K haplotypes 
found in well established infestations of A. mellifera (Navajas et al., 2010) (Table 1.2). 
These results supported the hypothesis that the only species of mite affecting A. mellifera 
is V. destructor. However, new variants of the J and K haplotypes were found affecting A. 
mellifera in Asia (specifically in China, Taiwan, Vietnam and Thailand). These findings 
suggest that these new haplotypes may represent a potential threat to A. mellifera outside 
of Asia (Navajas et al., 2010). Furthermore, these findings highlight the possibility that 
new Varroa types could expand their host preferences and become a new threat to 
apiculture worldwide. In addition, these findings suggested that the colonization of A. 
mellifera by new haplotypes is dependent on how long these haplotypes are exposed to A. 
mellifera. Possibly, longer exposure to a new host could result in the adaptation of one 
type of mite to a specific characteristic of a local host. Given a worst case scenario, it can 
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be predicted that new Varroa types, including those reported to be non-reproducing in A. 
mellifera will eventually colonize the European honey bee outside of Asia. 
 
Currently, nothing has been published about V. jacobsoni haplotypes reproducing on A. 
mellifera. However, samples of V. jacobsoni reproducing on the European honey bee 
have been collected from Papua New Guinea (Roberts et al. submitted) and will be 
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Table 1.1 Identification and classification of Varroa haplotypes collected on A. cerana 
from Asia based on mtDNA cox 1 gene sequences 
V. jacobsoni haplotypes V. destructor haplotypes Unresolved haplotypes 
Ambon (Indonesia)(1) China 1(1) Luzon 1 (Philippines)(1) 
Bali(Indonesia)(1) China 2(2) Luzon 2 (Philippines)(1) 
Borneo (Malaysia)(1) Japan§ (1) Mindanao (Philippine)(1) 
Borneo 2(3) Korea§ (1)  
Flores (Indonesia)(1) Nepal(1)  
India(2) Pakistan(2)  
Java (Indonesia/PNG)* (1) Sri Lanka(1)  
Laos(2) Vietnam(1)  
Lombok (Indonesia)(1)   
Malaysia Peninsular(1)   
North Thailand 1(2)   
North Thailand 2(2)   
Samui 1(2)   
Sumatra (Indonesia)(1)   
Sumbawa (Indonesia)(1)   
 
* Specimens of this haplotype were the ones first classified as V. jacobsoni at the 
beginning of the last century. 
§ Haplotypes that were also found successfully reproducing in A. mellifera worldwide. 
1 First described by Anderson and Trueman, (2000).  
2 Described in Zhou et al. (2004).  
3 First described by Koeniger et al. (2002). 
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Table 1.2 Modified from Navajas et al. (2010). Identity of V. destructor (VD) and V. 
jacobsoni (VJ) haplotypes examined from A. cerana (Ac) and A. mellifera (Am) collected 
in Asia. Mites were first assigned to a known (e.g. K1) or new haplotype group based on 
partial nucleotide sequence (458 bp) of their mtDNA cox1 gene (Anderson and Trueman, 
2000). Haplotypes were further classified (e.g. K1-2) based on concatenated nucleotide 
sequences of fragments of their mtDNA cox1, cox3, atp6 and cytb gene sequences (2700 
bp) 






seq haplotype 1 
Concatenated 
mtDNA haplotype 
China VD Ac 2002 C2 C2-1 
China VD Ac 2002 C3 (new) C3-1 
China VD Am 2002 K1 K1-4 (new) 
China VD Ac 2002 V1 V1-2 
China VD Ac 2001 C1 C1-1 
China VD Ac 2002 C1 C1-2 
China VD Ac 2004 K1 K1-3 
China VD Am 2004 K1 K1-2 (new) 
China VD Ac 2004 K1 K1-3 
Japan VD Ac 1994 J1 J1-2 
Japan VD Am 1996 J1 J1-6 
Japan VD(3) Am 2000 K1 K1-1 
Japan VD Ac 1998 J1 J1-3 
Japan VD Ac 1996 J1 J1-4 
Korea VD Am 1996 K1 K1-1 
Russia VD Am 1995 K1 K1-1 
Taiwan VD(3) Am 2002 J1 J1-1 
Thailand VD Ac 2003 V1 V1-4 
Thailand VJ(2) Ac 2003 L1 L1-1 
Thailand VJ(2) Ac 2003 L1 L1-2 
Thailand VD Am 1997 J1 J1-5 (new) 
Thailand VD Ac 2003 V1 V1-3 
Vietnam VD Ac 1996 V1 V1-1 
Vietnam VD Am 1996 K1 K1-2 (new) 
 
1 Haplotype names have been abbreviated: China 1 (C1), China 2 (C2), China 3 (C3), 
Japan 1(J1), Vietnam 1 (V1), Korea 1 (K1), Laos 1 (L1). 
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2 Haplotype determined on basis of 1635 bp fragments of the mtDNA cox1, cox3 and 
atp6 genes. These samples were described as V. jacobsoni and found in Taiwan where it 
is known that both species of mites occur sympatrically. 
3 The concatenated sequences of the K1-1 and J1-1 variants described are those of V. 
destructor which had been previously identified using microsatellites as K1 and J1 types 




CHAPTER 2. DIFFERENTIAL GENE EXPRESSION IN VARROA JACOBSONI 
MITES FOLLOWING A HOST SHIFT TO EUROPEAN HONEY  
BEES (APIS MELLIFERA) 
Abstract  
Varroa mites are widely considered the biggest honey bee health problem worldwide. 
Until recently, Varroa jacobsoni was known to only live and reproduce in Asian honey 
bee (Apis cerana) colonies while V. destructor successfully reproduces in both A. cerana 
and A. mellifera colonies. However, we have sampled an island population of V. 
jacobsoni that is highly destructive to A. mellifera, the primary species used for 
pollination and honey production. These recently discovered populations of mites 
represent an enormous threat to apiculture. Our aim was to investigate differences in gene 
expression between populations of V. jacobsoni reproducing on A. cerana and the 
population reproducing on A. mellifera. Our hypothesis is that genetic variation exists 
among populations of V. jacobsoni that influence gene expression and reproductive 
status. We sequenced and assembled a de novo transcriptome of V. jacobsoni. We also 
performed a differential gene expression analysis contrasting biological replicates of V. 
jacobsoni populations that differ in their ability to parasitize A. mellifera. Using the 
edgeR. EBSeq and DESeq R packages for the differential gene expression analysis we 
found 287 differentially expressed genes (FDR ≤ 0.05), of which 91% were up regulated
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 in mites parasitizing A. mellifera., Further mites found parasitizing A. mellifera showed 
substantially more variation in expression among replicates. We searched for orthologous 
genes in public databases and were able to associate 100 of these 287 differentially 
expressed genes with a functional description. There is differential gene expression 
between the two mite groups, with more variation between gene expression among mites 
parasitizing A. mellifera. A small set of genes showed reduced expression in mites on this 
host, including putative transcription factors and digestive tract developmental genes.  
The vast majority of differentially expressed genes were up-regulated in this host.  This 
gene set showed enrichment for genes associated with mitochondrial respiratory function 
and apoptosis, suggesting that mites on this host may be experiencing higher stress and 
may be less optimally adapted to parasitize it.  Some genes involved in reproduction and 
oogenesis were also overexpressed, which should be further studied in regards to this host 
shift. 
 2.1 Background 
Honey bees (Apis mellifera L.) are the most important insect for pollination of crops and 
wildflowers (Aizen & Harder, 2009; Ghazoul, 2005; Klein et al., 2007) but they have 
experienced increasing colony die-offs during the past two decades (Oldroyd, 2007; 
vanEngelsdorp et al., 2009; Williams et al., 2010). Varroa destructor is widely 
considered the most serious risk factor for honey bee colony mortality worldwide (Currie 
et al., 2010; Dahle, 2010; Guzmán-Novoa et al., 2010; Vanengelsdorp et al., 2008). These 
large ectoparasitic mites are associated with a condition known as parasitic mite 
syndrome, or PMS. When colonies exhibit PMS pathogens, including brood diseases and 
viruses are present at unusually high levels (Bowen-Walker et al., 1999; Rosenkranz et 
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al., 2010; Shimanuki & Knox, 1994). The open wound caused during feeding can allow 
microorganisms to enter and weaken the host (Bailey, 1981), and mites themselves are 
vectors for viruses and perhaps other bee pathogens. The Varroa mite’s life cycle 
consists of two phases, the phoretic phase, during which the adult female mite lives on 
the adult bee, and the reproductive phase when the female mite reproduces inside the 
sealed brood cell of the pupating honey bee (Martin, 2001b). After a female mite invades 
the brood cell, the first egg laid will develop into a haploid male, which will later mate 
with his sisters to give rise to the next generation. Varroa mites feed on the hemolymph 
of the larva, pupa and adults. The most common Varroa-associated viral infection is 
deformed wing virus (DWV). The incidence of DWV is closely associated with mite 
infestation and colony mortality but other viruses such as acute bee paralysis virus have 
also been identified as part of the "parasitic mite syndrome" (Dainat et al., 2012; Martin, 
2001b). Failure to treat colonies with miticides typically results in colony death within 1-
3 years. 
 
V. destructor was originally a parasite of the Asian honey bee, Apis cerana. At least 60 
years ago V. destructor made a host switch and now parasitizes several European and 
African races of A. mellifera (Oldroyd, 1999). Population studies indicate that there was a 
genetic bottleneck associated with the host switch to A. mellifera (Navajas, 2010; Navajas 
et al., 2010; Solignac et al., 2005). These studies revealed that there is a remarkable 
absence of heterozygosity in the Varroa populations of Europe and USA collected on A. 
mellifera (Anderson & Trueman, 2000; Biasiolo, 1992; Kraus & Hunt, 1995). 
Furthermore, a study using microsatellite markers in 45 different populations of Varroa 
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mites from around the world showed a relative lack of polymorphisms within each of the 
two V. destructor mitochondrial haplotypes, Japan (J) and Korea (K), that successfully 
infest A. mellifera outside of Asia. These results suggested that these two haplotypes, J 
and K, each correspond to a single host capture event, followed by a rapid spread 
worldwide. These haplotypes also seem to be almost completely reproductively isolated 
from each other. Two routes of invasion of V. destructor into the Americas and 
specifically into the USA have been proposed based on the dates and places where they 
were first detected (Navajas, 2010; Navajas et al., 2010; Solignac et al., 2005). The J 
haplotype first shifted from A. cerana to A. mellifera in Japan during the last century 
following the introduction of A. mellifera. From Japan, it spread to Thailand, then to 
Paraguay in (1971), and then to Brazil in 1972, and later North America in 1987. The K 
haplotype first shifted from A. cerana to A. mellifera near Vladivostok (north of the 
Korean peninsula), following the introduction of A. mellifera from Ukraine in the 1950’s. 
Later, it spread from eastern Russia to western Russia, then to Bulgaria in 1972, and 
Germany in 1977, and then continued spreading around Europe and also the U.S. 
 
A sister species, V. jacobsoni is reportedly restricted to A. cerana and only reproduces on 
drone brood in this species. Similarly, a Euvarroa sp. infests A. florea colonies where it is 
restricted to reproducing on drone brood (D. Anderson, pers. comm.).  Recently, a 
population of V. jacobsoni was found reproducing on A. mellifera drone and worker 
brood and was associated with colony mortality in Papua New Guinea, (Roberts et al. 




Varroa mites routinely invade sympatric non-host colonies and enter the worker brood 
but for some reason do not produce offspring, perhaps as a result of failure to recognize 
host signals to initiate reproduction.  Since V. destructor has caused widespread losses 
wherever it has become established it is important to study the V. jacobsoni host switch to 
A. mellifera to determine whether host-parasite signaling may be involved and what those 
cues may be that are associated with mite reproduction.   
 
We endeavored to study the transcriptome profile of V. jacobsoni from colonies where 
they were reproducing on A. mellifera and to compare their gene expression with that of 
V. jacobsoni from the source population that are still restricted to reproduction on A. 
cerana.  
2.2 Methods 
2.2.1 Sample collection  
A total of nine samples of V. jacobsoni from Papua New Guinea (PNG) and Solomon 
Islands (Table 2.1) were collected from drone brood cells during April 2010. When 
collected, their reproductive status (reproducing or not reproducing) was recorded. V. 
jacobsoni reproducing on A. mellifera were collected from Goroka, PNG. Samples 
collected from St Christobel Island (SC) and Ugi Island in Solomon Islands were mites 
that were reproducing on A. cerana. In addition, single adult females from A. mellifera 
colonies on SC Island and Ugi Island in Solomon Islands were found not reproducing on 
either worker or drone brood. All samples were collected in RNAlater? and stored at 80 




2.2.2 RNA extraction and sequencing 
Pools of adult female mites from each sample were ground in liquid nitrogen and total 
RNA from was extracted using the Invitrogen TRIzol? reagent protocol with one 
exception; the RNA precipitation step was slightly modified by the addition of 250μl of 
RNA precipitation solution (1.2 M NaCl + 0.8 M Sodium citrate dihydrate) mixed with 
250μl of isopropanol to the aqueous phase of the mite homogenate to help precipitate 
more RNA. Approximately 20 mites per sample were used for extraction except for the 
non-reproducing mite sample. Only five non-reproducing mites were available for 
sequencing and RNA from all 5 mites was pooled. Total RNA per sample was then 
assessed for quality using a NanoDrop 2000/2000c (Thermosceintific) and submitted to 
the Purdue University Genomics Core Facility (PGCF) for sequencing. Total RNA was 
further analyzed for quality and concentration using an Agilent Technologies 2100 
Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Inc. Santa Clara. CA). Seven out of nine cDNA 
libraries were prepared and barcoded by PGCF using the TruSeqTM RNA sample 
preparation kit (Illumina, Inc. San Diego, CA). These libraries were prepared and 
sequenced at two different time points (April 2012 and January 2013) using the Illumina 
platforms HiScanSQ (100 b paired reads in two lanes) and Hiseq2000 (100 bp paired 
reads in 4 lanes) respectively. Two of the nine cDNA libraries were prepared sequenced 
using a Hiseq2000 (100 b paired reads in one lane) at the Biomolecular Resource Facility 
(BRF), Canberra, Australia (February 2014). Raw sequence reads from all 9 samples 




2.2.3 Read pre-processing  
Viral, bacteria, mitochondrial RNA and ribosomal RNA contaminants were removed 
using DeconSeq v 0.4.3 software (Schmieder & Edwards, 2011). Libraries containing 
sequences of these contaminants were created by downloading all available sequences in 
the corresponding categories from the NCBI database for use with DeconSeq. Initial 
analysis demonstrated an abundance of ribosomal RNA sequences and that these 
sequences were not fully represented in the library. Library content was readjusted and 
DeconSeq rerun until ribosomal RNA contaminants were reduced to less than two 
percent of the reads. Reads were checked for duplicates, and adapters removed using in-
house Perl scripts. Sequence quality was assessed using FastQC software (v 0.10.0, 
http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/) and quality trimming was 
performed using Trimmomatic v 0.30 (Bolger et al., 2014), trimmomaticSE -phred33 
ILLUMINACLIP:adapters.fa:2:35:15 LEADING:7 TRAILING:7 
SLIDINGWINDOW:4:13 MINLEN:30 (Table 2.1). Because, the reads were 
independently quality trimmed, some reads were unpaired after quality trimming and 
application of the minimum length cut off (30 bases). 
 
2.2.4 Transcriptome assembly  
The transcriptome assembly was performed using the paired and unpaired reads. Three 
different transcriptome assemblies were created using Trinity assembler software 
(trinity_beta_Jan28_2014) (Grabherr et al., 2011), and the Program to Assemble Spliced 
Alignments (PASA; v pasa_r20130907) (Haas et al., 2003). First, a de novo 
transcriptome assembly was created using Trinity default parameters (kmer length = 25 
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and min_contig_length 200 nucleotides). Then we created a genome guided assembly 
(Trinity --genome_guided_max_intron 11000); using as a reference a draft of the genome 
of V. destructor (Jay Evans personal communication, December 2013). For this assembly 
an in silico normalization of the full data set was performed using Trinity 
(normalize_by_kmer_coverage.pl --max_cov 50) in order to minimize the CPU running 
time. Finally, we created a hybrid transcriptome assembly using the de novo and genome-
guided assemblies using PASA software (default parameters).  
 
2.2.5 Description of a gene according to Trinity 
For the de novo assembly Trinity reports many predicted transcripts, which are calculated 
by combining all the splice junctions observed in the data; some of these predicted 
isoforms are not observed. In the first stage of Trinity reads are clustered according to 
their sequence overlap into components. As the assembly progresses the components are 
further divided into subcomponents and predicted isoforms. The concept of a gene most 
closely matches the component level as determined by BLAST comparisons (data not 
shown). In the genome guided assembly genes are grouped according to their alignment 
to the reference genome. Each group then is independently assembled using the de novo 
Trinity assembly process. Again, the initial group of reads (Trinity component) most 
closely correspond to the concept of a gene. In the PASA hybrid assembly, de novo 
assemblies that do not match to the genome guided assembly are reported as with their 
original Trinity component IDs, and de novo assemblies that match the genome guided 
assembly are merged with the genome guided assembly and combined into PASA 
assembly clusters (genes) based on exon overlap. When considering the gene expression 
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analysis the term gene should be considered to mean a Trinity component or a PASA 
assembly cluster (gene).  
 
2.2.6 Assessing quality of the assembly  
To assess the quality of the final assembled transcripts, all RNAseq cleaned reads were 
aligned back to the hybrid assembly using bowtie2 (Langmead & Salzberg, 2012) and 
overall mapping statistics were estimated. In addition, to evaluate the completeness of the 
transcriptome assembly, the CEGMA (Core Eukaryotic Genes Mapping Approach, (Parra 
et al., 2007) software was applied to identify the presence of a core protein set consisting 
of 248 highly conserved proteins that are found in a wide range of eukaryotes. 
 
2.2.7 Assembly Annotation  
A comprehensive automated functional annotation of the final assembled transcripts was 
performed using Trinotate (Transcriptome Functional Annotation and Analysis, (Garber 
et al., 2011) and all the data derived from the analysis was entered into a user-friendly 
database. Trinotate makes use of a number of comprehensive annotation databases for 
functional annotation including homology searches of sequence data (NCBI-BLAST), 
protein domain identification (HMMER/PFAM), protein signal prediction 
(singalP/tmHMM), and comparison to other databases (EMBL UniProt/Swissprot 
eggNOG/GO pathways). To annotate the assembled transcripts, we also conducted a 
complete Blastx similarity search against the protein database UniProt/Swissprot 
(538,259 proteins sequences as of June 25, 2014) and against the western orchard 
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predatory mite Metaseiulus occidentalis predicted peptides (11,767 
sequences/descriptions as of November 6, 2014), with an E-value cutoff of ? 1e-06.  
 
2.2.8 Differential expression analysis 
Quantification of the assembled transcripts was performed using standalone RSEM (Li & 
Dewey, 2011) which evaluates transcript abundances by mapping the RNAseq reads to 
the assembled transcriptome using the aligner tool bowtie2. Briefly, RSEM is a software 
that calculates posterior mean estimates, 95% credibility intervals, and maximum 
likelihood abundance estimates or expected counts (EC) for genes and predicted 
transcripts.  
 
2.2.9 Identifying consistently differentially expressed mite genes CDEMG 
Expected counts per gene per sample were combined into a matrix count, and this matrix 
was used as input for all downstream expression analyses. These analyses were 
performed using three different R packages EBSeq, EdgeR and DESeq2 (Leng et al., 
2013; Love et al., 2014; Robinson et al., 2010). All differential expressed genes that were 
common among the three methods, using a False Discovery Rate (FDR) of 0.05, were 
extracted and used for downstream analyses. We will refer to these genes as consistently 
differentially expressed mite genes (CDEMG) in the rest of the manuscript. 
 
EdgeR is a Bioconductor R package used to call differentially expressed genes from read 
counts obtained from RNAseq sequences (Robinson et al., 2010). EdgeR was used to 
normalize the EC (obtained from RSEM) for relative expression and effective library size 
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using the Trimmed Mean of M-values (TMM) normalization method. Genes with at least 
0.18 counts per million (cpm), which corresponds to 14 read counts per gene in at least 
three samples were selected as target genes for further differential expression analysis. 
Furthermore, common and tag wise dispersions were estimated for the target genes. 
Differentially expressed genes (DEG) at FDR threshold of 0.05 and log fold change 
(logFC) of two were extracted. 
 
The DESeq2 Bioconductor R package v. 1.0.19 (Love et al., 2014) was also used to call 
differentially expressed genes. DESeq2 implements a model based on negative binomial 
distribution and was run under R release 3.0.1. Before performing the DE analysis, 
DESeq2 automatically performs independent filtering of the genes with low counts 
(weakly expressed) in order to maximize the number of DEG with adjusted p values less 
than a critical value of 0.1. For the differential expression analysis gene-wise dispersion 
were estimated and DEG were extracted using a FDR threshold set to 0.05 and a logFC 
of two. 
 
EBSeq v 1.4.0 is a Bioconductor R package that uses empirical Bayesian methods to 
identify differentially expressed genes (Leng et al., 2013). EBSeq estimates a posterior 
probability of being DE (PPDE). A list of DE genes with a FDR controlled at α was 
extracted using a PPDE value greater than 1 – α, where α was set to 0.05. By default 





2.2.10 Heatmap and genes clustering 
To generate the heatmap and gene clustering, we used the R packages EdgeR and 
heatmap.3 FPKM (Fragments Per Kilobase per Million) values obtained from RSEM for 
each of the CDEMG were normalized and log2 transformed prior to gene clustering. 
Afterwards, the CDEMG were clustered according to their patterns of differential 
expression (correlation distance) and complete linkage clustering. In addition, we used 
the Trinity script (define_clusters_by_cutting_tree.pl –-Ktree 5) to further differentiate 
the patterns of expression by partitioning the hierarchically clustered CDEMG tree into 
five groups. However, based on close observation of the pattern of expression, three of 
the five previously generated CDEMG clusters were manually regrouped into one, giving 
a total of 3 gene clusters used for further analysis. Plots of the expression patterns for the 
CDEMG were generated by modifying the Trinity script (plot_expression_patterns.pl). 
 
2.2.11 GO enrichment analyses of the CDEMG 
The assembled target genes (37,661, genes that passed the cpm cutoff used in EdgeR) 
were further analyzed using Blast2GO (Gotz et al., 2008) to assign gene ontology (GO) 
terms to each transcript. The xml output from the Blastx search against the NCBI protein 
database UniProt/Swissprot. We retained the highest hit for each gene with an E-value ≤ 
1e-06. The xml output was used for Blast2GO and GO enrichment analysis was 
performed for each of the CDEMG cluster, using the target genes as the reference set and 
each individual gene cluster was used as the test set. A p-value cutoff of 0.1 was used for 





2.3.1 Varroa jacobsoni assembled transcriptome 
V. jacobsoni mite samples were collected from two different honey bee hosts, A. cerana 
and A. mellifera which correspond to two different geographic locations, the Solomon 
Islands and PNG, respectively (Table 2.1). A total of nine RNAseq libraries were 
constructed and sequenced using two Illumina sequencing platforms (Table 2.1), yielding 
a total of 2,184,624,960 raw paired reads (1,092,312,480 PE) (Table 2.2). 
After filtering, a total of 591,878,383 (27%) contaminant reads were removed from the 
raw data set. Four contaminant libraries were created for this purpose and used with 
DeconSeq to remove the contaminants. The viral library contained a total of 30,300 
sequences of complete genome viruses. A ribosomal RNA library contained 28,314 
sequences including V. destructor 18S and 28S ribosomal RNA sequences while a 
bacterial library contained 2,451,824 complete genomic sequences and a mitochondrial 
library contained the complete sequence of V. destructor mitochondrial genome. 
Decontaminated reads were then subjected to adapter removal, a total of 26,780,048 
(1.22%) reads with adapters were removed. Clean reads (contaminant-adapter free reads) 
were further checked with fastQC and in-house perl scripts to make sure that less than 
2% of contaminant reads were present. Furthermore, a total of 36,132,637 (1.65%) reads 
with low quality were removed from the clean reads set, leaving a total of 1,529,833,892 
(70%) reads that were used for the transcriptome assemblies (Table 2.2).  
 
Three different transcriptome assemblies were created using Trinity/PASA. The first one, 
a de novo assembly, produced a total of 374,530 putative transcripts (252,445 putative 
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genes, N50 = 3,406 bp). The second one a genome-guided assembly produced a total of 
428,912 putative transcripts and 155,121 putative “genes” as defined by Trinity (N50 = 
6,266 bp). We used as a reference the draft genome of V. destructor (28,777 putative 
scaffolds, N50: 125,895 bp, unpublished data). Finally, a third hybrid assembly was 
created using PASA, which combined the assembled transcripts from the de novo and the 
genome-guided assemblies, which produced a total of 319,231 putative transcripts 
(223,620 putative genes, N50 = 3,549 bp; Figure 2.1). 
 
2.3.2 Assessing the quality of the assembly  
The quality and completeness of our hybrid V. jacobsoni transcriptome assembly was 
assessed in three different ways: using CEGMA, by comparison with predicted gene 
sequences of the predatory mite M. occidentalis, and by aligning back the clean reads to 
the hybrid assembly.  
 
Analysis of our hybrid assembly against the CEGMA protein set identified 246 out of 
248 core proteins (99.19%) as complete (defined as >70% alignment length versus the 
core protein). Furthermore, there was an average of about 3 V. jacobsoni assembled 
transcripts aligning with each core protein, with 221 of those detected having more than 1 
alignment (Table 2.3). We compared the hybrid assembly against the UniProt/Swissprot 
database using Blastx (hits with E-value ? 1e-06) and we identified 4,957 proteins 
represented by nearly full-length transcripts, having > 80% alignment coverage, and 
8,372 proteins are > 50% alignment coverage.  In addition, we compared the hybrid 
assembly against the M. occidentalis predicted petides, using Blastx (E-value ? 1e-06) 
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and found 5,362 proteins that are represented by nearly full-length transcripts, having > 
80% alignment coverage, and 7,063 proteins are > 50% alignment coverage, which 
represents 60% of the total M. occidentalis predicted peptides. Clean reads ranging from 
5.5 to 282.5 millions for each sample were mapped back to the hybrid reference assembly 
using Bowtie2. Overall 95.63% of reads aligned to the reference indicating that almost all 
reads are represented in the assembly (Table 2.2).  
 
In summary, these four analyses suggest that our V. jacobsoni transcriptome assembly 
contains a good representation of the CEGs and that the assembly is a fair representation 
of the mites’ gene expression potential. 
 
2.3.3 Annotation of the assembly at transcript and gene level 
The hybrid transcriptome assembly of V. jacobsoni was used to query entries described in 
the UniProt/Swissprot protein database, using Blastx (E-value ≤1e-06) and retaining only 
the most significant query blast hit for each database peptide. At the transcript level we 
found that 51,025 (~16%) out of 319,231 transcripts have the best match to a protein 
sequence and 2,870 (6%) of those matches have a sequence identity ≥ 90%.  
 
At the gene level we found 24,128 out of 223,620 putative genes have the best match to a 
protein sequence and 2,413 (10%) of them have a sequence identity ≥ 90%. Furthermore, 
when we compared the hybrid transcriptome assembly of V. jacobsoni against the M. 
occidentalis, which contains 11,767 unique predicted peptide annotations, we found that 
23,779 (10%) of the V. jacobsoni genes, had the most significant alignment with a protein 
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sequence in the predatory mite. However, these 23,779 blast hits covered 8,388 (~71%) 
of the predicted peptide descriptions of the predatory mite.  
 
2.3.4 Comparing Expression profiling between mites reproducing in A. cerana host 
versus the mites reproducing in the A. mellifera host 
Quantification of the assembled transcripts was performed using standalone RSEM and 
the representation of putative genes from each of the 8 mite samples in the assembled 
hybrid transcriptome was evaluated in terms of expected counts (EC). Transcript 
abundances were evaluated by mapping the RNAseq clean reads to the assembled hybrid 
transcriptome using the aligner tool bowtie2. For all samples, we looked at the overall 
distribution of the gene expression profile. The variation about the median for normalized 
FPKM values across all samples was uniform, ranging from -0.458 to -2.965 (see 
Additional file 1; Figure S1, histograms distribution). 
 
To identify differentially expressed genes we used three different R packages. The EC of 
only eight of out the nine mites samples were used to create the matrix of EC. We chose 
not to include the Am-non-reproductive mite sample, because we did not have a 
biological replicate and the reproductive status of the adult females was not the same as 
the other eight samples. In addition, the amount of reads obtained during sequencing was 




2.3.5 Differential expression analysis of the mites reproducing in A. cerana host versus 
the mites reproducing in the A. mellifera host 
We used EBESeq, EdgeR and DESeq2, to quantify expression and to identify 
differentially expressed genes (DEG). The expression analysis was performed at the gene 
level (223,620 putatives genes in the count matrix). Using EdgeR we removed genes with 
cpm < 0.18 and selected a total of 37,661 target genes for the expression analysis. EdgeR 
identified 1013 differentially expressed genes (FDR < 0.05 and absolute logFC ≥ 2), for 
complete genes list (see Additional file 2; Table S1). In addition, using DESeq2 and 
EBSeq we identified a total of 586 and 6809 DEG (FDR < 0.05), respectively. For a 
complete gene list (see Additional file 3; Table S2 and Table S3, respectively). Finally, 
we combined the results of the three methods, and the 287 CDEMG common to all three 
methods, were extracted (Figure 2.1). Out the 287 CDEMG, we found a total of 23 down-
regulated genes and 264 up-regulated genes in the mites reproducing in the A. mellifera 
host compared to those reproducing in the A. cerana host. 
 
We cluster the samples by using correlation distances and complete linkage clustering, 
which grouped the samples according to the pattern of expression using the 287 CDEMG. 
Originally five gene clusters were generated, however, after visual inspection of the 
pattern of expression we manually clustered the CDEMG into three groups (Figure 2.2). 
Cluster one contains 23 CDEMG that were down-regulated in the A. mellifera host. 
Cluster two contains 208 genes and cluster three contains 56 genes that were all up-
regulated in the mites reproducing on the A. mellifera host. These 264 genes were 
separated in two cluster groups, due to clear differences in their pattern of expression. For 
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example for cluster two we observed that four samples (three A. cerana samples plus one 
A. mellifera sample) showed consistent low expression patterns across all 208 genes, 
while the other four remaining A. mellifera samples showed higher expression patterns.  
 
2.3.6 GO terms assignments and Enrichments analysis of the CDEMG 
We used Blast2GO to assign GO terms to the 287 CDEMG and to test whether certain 
biological functions or GO terms are more frequently observed in either of the two mite 
groups, we used the Fisher’s exact test in Blast2GO to compare the GO terms of the 
CDEMG in each of the gene clusters versus the target genes (reference set of 37,661 
genes) each gene was represented by the highest Blastx hit and a p-value 0.1 was used for 
the Fisher’s exact test, see (Additional file 4; Table S4). 
 
2.3.7 Cluster 1 CDEMG down-regulated in A. mellifera  
We found 23 CDEMG down-regulated in the A. mellifera host. However, only two out of 
these 23 genes had a GO term associated with them. Visual inspection of the GO terms 
associated with these genes are related to digestive tract development and transcription 
factors (Table 2.4). For the full report of all the GO terms and the 36 unique GO-ID 
associated with genes see (Additional file 5: Table S5). Furthermore, only 5 out of the 23 
genes had a significant Blastx similarity hit (E-value ≤ 1e-06) to the M. occidentalis 
predicted peptideds (see Additional file 6: Table S6) and only 3 out the 23 genes had 
significant Blastx similarity hits (E-value ≤ 1e-06) to the UniProt/Swissprot database. It 
make sense that mites feeding in a suboptimal host, will show differences in digestive 
tract development and this might be mediated by transcriptional regulation.  
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2.3.8 Cluster 2 and 3 CDEMG up-regulated in A. mellifera  
We found 208 CDEMG up-regulated in A. mellifera contained in cluster 2. However, 
only eight out of these 208 genes had an associated GO term. The top 10 enriched GO 
terms associated with these genes are primarily involved in either oxidative metabolism 
and stress (mitochondrial respiratory chain complex, oxidoreductase complex) or in 
development and reproduction (developmental process involved in reproduction, germ 
cell development, establishment of endothelial barrier, cis-Golgi network, post-
embryonic organ development, cellular process involved in reproduction; Table 2.5). For 
a full report of all the GO terms and the 45 unique GO-ID associated with genes see 
(Additional file 7: Table S7). Only 80 out of the 208 genes had a significant Blastx 
similarity hits (E-value ≤ 1e-06) to the M. occidentalis predicted peptides (Additional file 
6: Table S8) and only 88 out the 208 genes had significant Blastx similarity hits (E-value 
≤ 1e-06) to the UniProt/Swissprot database.  
 
We found 56 CDEMG up-regulated in A. mellifera contained in cluster 3. However, only 
two out of these 56 genes had a GO term associated with them. Visual inspection of the 
GO terms associated with these genes are related to either apoptosis (Bcl-2 family protein 
complex and B cell apoptotic process, BH-domain binding), or the following terms: 
epoxide hydrolase activity, leukotriene metabolic process, ether hydrolase activity and 
Type I pneumocyte differentiation (Table 2.5). For a full report of all the GO terms and 
the 51 unique GO-IDs associated with genes see (Additional file 8: Table S9). 
Furthermore, only 15 out of the 56 genes had a significant Blastx similarity hits (E-value 
≤ 1e-06) to the M. occidentalis predicted peptides (Additional file 6: Table S10) and only 
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12 out the 56 genes had significant Blastx similarity hits (E-value ≤ 1e-06) to the 
UniProt/Swissprot database.  
2.4 Discussion 
2.4.1 Functions of CDEMG genes 
An analysis of the functions of the genes that were differentially expressed (DE) between 
V. jacbosoni mites that differed in their ability to parasitize European honey bees 
revealed several trends.  One obvious trend is that most of the DE transcripts were higher 
expressed in mites using A. mellifera as a host.  Only 23 mite transcripts were down-
regulated for mites on this host. These included genes coding Proteins with RNAII 
polymerase promoter region specific DNA binding activity, as well as genes involved in 
digestive tract development. These results suggest a down-regulation of transcription 
factors and perhaps transcription in general. 
 
The two larger classes of genes that were higher expressed in mites on the A. mellifera 
host contained nuclear encoded mitochondrial genes and genes involved in metabolic 
regulation and apoptosis. Included in this broad category were genes encoding 8 
mitochondrial proteins, a heatshock protein and the conserved NAD+ sensing histone 
deacetylase SIRT6 that regulates glucose homeostasis in mammals (Zhong et al., 2010). 
Other higher-expressed genes that have roles in cellular primary metabolism included 6-
phosphofructo kinase, a coordinator of glucose metabolism and cell cycle, phospholipase 
A2 activating protein involved in calcium/CaMKII signaling, and phosphodiesterase 8A 
homolog, a regulator of cyclic AMP levels (Conti et al., 2014; Doroudi et al., 2014; 
Yalcin et al., 2014). Up-regulation of genes in involved in primary metabolism may be a 
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result of stress induced in the mites from existing on a suboptimal host. Stress induced by 
a number of treatments in Drosophila results in increased expression of mitochondrial 
and heat shock genes (Brown et al., 2014). Interestingly genes putatively involved in 
reproductive development and growth were also higher expressed on this host. For 
example a transcript with highly significant alignment to Drosophila Src64 was over 
expressed. This gene encodes a tyrosine kinase that is required for Drosophila oogenesis 
and affects insulin signaling through interactions with the transcription factor dFOXO 
(Bulow et al., 2014; Djagaeva et al., 2005). 
 
Our samples come from populations that differ in their ability to parasitize A. mellifera 
but not only were they exposed to different host colony environments, they also were 
geographically separated, perhaps confounding our differential expression analyses. 
However, other analyses indicate that our samples of mites parasitizing A. mellifera are 
likely derived from the same source population as the mites we collected parasitizing A. 
cerana (Roberts et al., submitted) and colony environments are buffered from external 
climactic conditions. These differential expression analyses provide a valuable resource 
for future studies into the mechanisms involved in this singular host shift to European 
honey bees. Discovering why mated mites fail to lay eggs upon entering brood cells of 
different honey bee host species is critical to our understanding of this devastating pest 
species, and for predicting the ability of Varroa mites to successfully make a host switch 
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Figure 2.1 Transcriptome assembly and differentially expressed genes 
Pipeline steps followed to build the assembly and expression profiles using 3 different R packages. Flow chart shows the steps 
implemented from raw reads to the selection of the final assembly and the selection of the consistently differentially expressed 














Figure 2.2 Heatmap and gene clusters of CDEMG genes for V. jacobsoni mites  
Heatmap of expression values (log2 transformed normalized FPKM) of the CDEMG adult female V. jacobsoni mites reproducing 
in A. cerana and A. mellifera. Orange and turquoise blue indicate higher and lower expression values, respectively. Red and blue 
tick bars indicate the A. cerana host and A. mellifera host respectively. 
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Table 2.1 Description of V. jacobsoni RNA samples 
Bee host Reproductive status Collection Collection sites Year of sequencing 
A. cerana Reproducing Drone cells SC*, Solomon Islands Apr 2012 (HiScanSQ) 
A. cerana Reproducing Drone cells Ugi, Solomon Islands Jan 2013 (Hiseq2000) 
A. cerana Reproducing Drone cells Guadalcanal, Solomon Islands Jan 2013 (Hiseq2000) 
A. mellifera** Non-reproducing Drone and worker cells SC and Ugi (Solomon Islands) Apr 2012 (HiScanSQ) 
A. mellifera Reproducing Drone cells Goroka, Papua New Guinea Apr 2012 (HiScanSQ) 
A. mellifera Reproducing Drone cells Goroka, Papua New Guinea Jan 2013 (Hiseq2000) 
A. mellifera Reproducing Drone cells Goroka, Papua New Guinea Jan 2013 (Hiseq2000) 
A. mellifera Reproducing Drone cells Goroka, Papua New Guinea Jan 2014 (Hiseq2000) 
A. mellifera Reproducing Drone cells Goroka, Papua New Guinea Jan 2014 (Hiseq2000) 
 
*SC = San Cristobel, Salomon Islands 
** Non-reproducing, individual adult females were pooled together expecting to get more RNA for sequencing.
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Table 2.2 Sequencing reads and mapping summary 
Sample-ID Raw reads Contaminants Adapters Trimmed reads Clean reads Mapped reads 
Ac-reproductive 154854698 31372885 5868855 2684238 114928720 109400649 (95.19%) 
Ac-reproductive 376336622 96168948 3863069 5785505 270519100 259373713 (95.88%) 
Ac-reproductive 460610232 167624944 3759060 6705901 282520327 269524392 (95.40%) 
Am-not reproductive 10427368 2019087 2294687 535882 5577712 5306077 (95.13%) 
Am-reproductive 146287844 27746078 871943 1942313 115727510 111179419 (96.07%) 
Am-reproductive 203052598 30479539 1337684 3330200 167905175 161793427 (96.36%) 
Am-reproductive 209363152 44563144 1102128 2502475 161195405 153861014 (95.45%) 
Am-reproductive 264092696 91851166 4377311 2797800 165066419 157324804 (95.31%) 
Am-reproductive 303036016 79679461 2046179 4996895 216313481 206579374 (95.50%) 
Undetermined* 56563734 20373131 1259132 4851428 30080043 28693353 (95.39%) 
Total reads 2184624960 591878383 26780048 36132637 1529833892 1463036222 
 









Completeness** # Total*** Average§ 
% 
Ortho§§ 
Completeδ 246 99.19 807 3.28 89.84 
Group 1 66 100.00 230 3.48 90.91 
Group 2 56 100.00 196 3.5 91.07 
Group 3 60 98.36 182 3.03 85.00 
Group 4 64 98.46 199 3.11 92.19 
Partialξ 248 100.00 967 3.9 98.39 
Group 1 66 100.00 271 4.11 96.97 
Group 2 56 100.00 229 4.09 100.00 
Group 3 61 100.00 221 3.62 98.36 
Group 4 65 100.00 246 3.78 98.46 
 
These results are based on the set of genes selected by Genis Parra 
* Prots = number of 248 ultra-conserved CEGs present in genome. 
** %Completeness = percentage of 248 ultra-conserved CEGs present. 
*** Total = total number of CEGs present including putative orthologs. 
§ Average = average number of orthologs per CEG. 
§§ %Ortho = percentage of detected CEGS that have more than 1 ortholog. 
δComplete = refers to those predicted proteins in the set of 248 CEGs that when aligned to the HMM for the KOG for that protein-
family, give an alignment length that is 70% of the protein length. 
ξ Partial = If a protein is not complete, but if it still exceeds a pre-computed minimum alignment score.
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Table 2.4 Most specific GO terms related to mite genes that are down-regulated in the A. mellifera host, cluster 1 






regulation of fungal-type cell wall 
organization P 0.000611 1 1 
2 
 
GO:0000978 RNA polymerase II core promoter proximal region sequence-specific DNA binding F 0.000102 2 56 
GO:0000987 core promoter proximal region sequence-specific DNA binding F 0.000181 2 75 
GO:0001159 core promoter proximal region DNA binding F 0.000195 2 78 
GO:0048546 digestive tract morphogenesis P 0.000440 2 118 
GO:0003705 
RNA polymerase II distal enhancer sequence-
specific DNA binding transcription factor 
activity 
F 0.000549 2 132 
GO:0000977 RNA polymerase II regulatory region sequence-specific DNA binding F 0.000697 2 149 
GO:0001012 RNA polymerase II regulatory region DNA binding F 0.000782 2 158 
GO:0048565 digestive tract development P 0.001380 2 211 
GO:0055123 digestive system development P 0.001610 2 228 
 
Fisher’s exact test showing enriched GO terms in mite genes that are down-regulated in A. mellifera host (cluster 1). For a 




Table 2.5 Most specific GO in mite genes that are up-regulated in the A. mellifera host, cluster 2 and 3 
Cluster 2 (208 CDEMG) 
# Genes  GO-ID Term Category P-Value Am-Up seq. count* Ref seq. count** 
4 GO:0005746 mitochondrial respiratory chain C 0.00198 4 61 
2 GO:0016272 prefoldin complex C 0.00182 2 6 
24 GO:0003006 developmental process involved in reproduction P 0.00016 24 1332 
2 GO:0010029 regulation of seed germination P 0.00233 2 7 
14 GO:0007281 germ cell development P 0.00119 14 665 
5 GO:1990204 oxidoreductase complex C 0.000855 5 85 
3 GO:0061028 establishment of endothelial barrier P 0.000476 3 16 
3 GO:0005801 cis-Golgi network C 0.00169 3 26 
11 GO:0048569 post-embryonic organ development P 0.00254 11 489 
18 GO:0048610 cellular process involved in reproduction P 0.00267 18 1065 
Cluster 3 (56 CDEMG) 
1 
GO:0097136 Bcl-2 family protein complex C 0.0016 1 1 
GO:0051400 BH domain binding F 0.0057 1 6 
GO:0001783 B cell apoptotic process P 0.0089 1 10 
1 
GO:0004301 epoxide hydrolase activity F 0.0033 1 3 
GO:0004463 leukotriene-A4 hydrolase activity F 0.0041 1 4 
GO:0060509 Type I pneumocyte differentiation P 0.0049 1 5 
GO:0019370 leukotriene biosynthetic process P 0.0057 1 6 
GO:0016803 ether hydrolase activity F 0.0073 1 8 
GO:0016801 hydrolase activity, acting on ether bonds F 0.0097 1 11 
GO:0006691 leukotriene metabolic process P 0.0138 1 16 
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Fisher’s exact test showing enriched GO terms in mite genes that are up-regulated in A. mellifera host (cluster 2 and 3). For a 
complete list see (Additional file 7: Table S7; Additional file 8: Table S9). * 208 and 56 genes in each test set, respectively.  
** number of times the GO was identified in reference set of  37,661 genes. 
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CHAPTER 3. SURVEY OF VIRUSES IN  
VARROA JACOBSONI MITES  
Abstract 
Mite infestations of colonies are associated with a number of brood diseases, but viruses 
are the pathogens most often associated with colony mortality. We have assembled a 
virus transcriptome of Varroa jacobsoni to provide the first survey of pathogens in this 
species. Among the list of putative viruses are Deformed wing virus, Dragonfly 
cyclovirus 1, Farmington virus, Formica exsecta virus 2, Halyomorpha halys virus, 
Heliconius erato iflavirus, Kakugo virus, Kirsten murine sarcoma virus, Sacbrood virus, 
Spodoptera exigua iflavirus 1. A search against a honey bee associated microbe database 
revealed the likely presence of Macula-like virus (Tymoviridae), a microsporidan and a 
spiroplasma previously reported from A. mellifera. This is the first report of deformed 
wing virus in V. jacobsoni. Simlar viruses were found in mites reproducing on A. 
mellifera host that were collected from Goroka, PNG and also found in mite samples 
reproducing on A. cerana collected from Solomon Islands. 
 
3.1 Background  
The honey bee Apis mellifera is the most important pollinator of agricultural crops 
worldwide, but there has been an alarming global increase in annual colony mortality 
over the past few decades. The parasitic mite, Varroa destructor, is perhaps the prime
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suspect as an important contributor to these colony losses (Le Conte et al., 2010; 
Neumann & Carreck, 2010). The mite’s life cycle consists of two phases, the phoretic 
phase, during which the adult female mite lives on the adult bee, and the reproductive 
phase when the female mite reproduces inside the sealed brood cell of the pupating honey 
bee (Martin, 2001b). After a female mite invades the brood cell, the first egg laid will 
develop into a haploid male, which will later mate with his sisters to give rise to the next 
generation.  
 
Mite infestations of colonies are associated with a number of brood diseases, but viruses 
are the pathogens most often associated with colony mortality (Francis et al., 2013b; 
vanEngelsdorp et al., 2009). Approximately twenty honey bee viruses have been 
discovered and it was not until the 1980’s when V. destructor become widely spread that 
the presence of viruses stopped being considered as relatively harmless. V. destructor 
mites have been described to act as a physical and or biological vector (Kevan et al., 
2006). Viruses associated with Varroa infestation include two species complexes; Israeli 
acute paralysis virus (IAPV), acute bee paralysis virus (ABPV) and Kashmir bee virus 
(KBV) constitute one complex (de Miranda et al., 2010) and deformed wing virus 
(DWV) and Varroa destructor virus-1 (VDV-1) constitute the other complex (de Miranda 
& Genersch, 2010). In addition, black queen cell virus (BQCV) and sacbrood virus 
(SBV) are also commonly found in parasitized bees (Cox-Foster et al., 2007a). High 
populations of V. destructor within the colonies often result in a high incidence of viral 
infections among the bees and possibly a compromised immune system, which can result 
in increased susceptibility to other brood diseases. This condition is known as parasitic 
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mite syndrome (PMS) (Shimanuki & Knox, 1994) and usually kills colonies within 
months to years after mite infestation (Dainat et al., 2012; Martin, 2001b). 
 
The viruses that are most closely connected to Varroa parasitism are those that can 
replicate within the mites and be transmitted by mites, such as the IAPV/ABPV/KBV and 
DWV/VDV-1 species complexes. At least for these viruses the mites can act as a 
reservoir and a host for the virus, and their feeding behavior can inject the virus into the 
hemolymph of their hosts. The distribution and abundance of DWV is strongly correlated 
with the presence and spread of V. destructor. DWV was rare or undetectable in Europe, 
New Zealand and the island of Hawaii prior to the introduction of Varrroa mites and 
spread to virtually 100% of colonies with establishment of the Varrroa population 
(Martin et al., 2012; Mondet et al., 2014a; Rosenkranz et al., 2010). In New Zealand 
levels of BQCV and KBV tracked the spread of Varroa infestations but DWV titers 
continued to increase with the duration of infestation. This was interpreted as a result of 
increased DWV titers in the mites themselves (Mondet et al., 2014a). DWV is believed to 
be the primary cause of colony collapse, rather than the mites themselves (de Miranda & 
Genersch, 2010; Genersch et al., 2010; Highfield et al., 2009). However in some cases 
ABPV has been more closely associated with colony losses (Nguyen et al., 2010).  
 
It is possible that viral replication, and or mite feeding wounds in developing pupae could 
suppress the host immune system.  Whether the direct feeding of Varroa mites suppresses 
the honey bee immune system is controversial. A recent study that used quantitative PCR 
of selected immune transcripts suggested that artificial wounding of developing pupae 
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increased immune gene expression and also the DWV titers, but mite feeding although it 
increased DWV titers had little effect on immune gene expression ((Kuster et al., 2014). 
But another recent study using RNAseq of the transcriptome of bees from naturally 
infested colonies found that infestation was correlated with down-regulation of a number 
of immune response genes, particularly the transcription factor dorsal 1-A and that 
experimental silencing of this gene resulted in increased DWV titers (Nazzi et al., 2012). 
In other words, it is not yet clear whether the increased titers of viruses associated with V. 
destructor are a benefit to the mite by overcoming host defenses or just an unfortunate 
result of Varroa feeding that suppresses immune response. Even though V. destructor is 
the most important mite affecting A. mellifera, there is a sister species V. jacobsoni that is 
gaining the attention of beekeepers in Papua New Guinea (PNG). This mite was first 
found parasitizing the Asian honey bee A. cerana, in Java, Indonesia, at the beginning of 
the 19th century and has currently been found living and reproducing on A. mellifera in 
PNG. As far as we know there is no information about viruses associated with this mite. 
Although a lot has been learned about Varroa-virus interactions in V. destructor it is not 
yet clear whether virus plays a role in allowing the mite to colonize the host, or whether 
these viruses are also present in V. jacobsoni. 
 
We have collected nine samples of V. jaconsoni; three samples were collected in A. 
cerana hosts and five samples were collected form A. mellifera hosts. RNAseq was used 
to perform the first analysis of V. jacobson viral titers in these two populations. Results 
were used to analyze which viruses were present and whether their abundances differed 
between mites on the two honey bee hosts. 
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3.2 Materials and methods 
3.2.1 Sample collection  
Nine samples of V. jacobsoni from Papua New Guinea (PNG) and the Solomon Islands 
(Table 3.1) were collected from brood cells during April 2010. When collected, their 
reproductive status (reproducing or not reproducing) was recorded. V. jacobsoni 
reproducing on A. mellifera drone brood were collected from Goroka, PNG. Samples 
collected from St. Christobel Island (SC) and Ugi Island in Solomon Islands were 
reproducing on their usual host, A. cerana, and were only reproducing in drone brood 
cells, which is the expected situation on this host. In addition, single adult V. jacobsoni 
females were collected from A. mellifera colonies on SC Island and Ugi Island in the 
Solomon Islands that were not reproducing on either worker or drone brood. All samples 
were collected in RNAlater? and stored at -80 ?C until RNA extraction. 
 
3.2.2 RNA extraction and sequencing 
Pools of adult female mites from each sample were ground in liquid nitrogen and total 
RNA from was extracted using the Invitrogen TRIzol? reagent protocol. All the steps for 
extraction were followed according to the TRIzol? protocol with one exception; the 
RNA precipitation step was slightly modified by the addition of 250μl of RNA 
precipitation solution (1.2 M NaCl + 0.8 M Sodium citrate dihydrate) mixed with 250μl 
of isopropanol to the aqueous phase of the mite homogenate to help precipitate more 
RNA. Approximately 20 mites per sample were used for extraction except for the non-
reproducing mite sample. A total of five non-reproducing individual mites were used and 
the RNA was pooled. Total RNA per sample was assessed for quality using a NanoDrop 
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2000/2000c (Thermosceintific) and submitted to Purdue University Genomics Core 
Facility (PGCF) for sequencing. Total RNA was further analyzed for quality and 
concentration using an Agilent Technologies 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, 
Inc. Santa Clara. CA). Seven out of nine cDNA libraries were prepared and barcoded by 
PGCF using TruSeqTM RNA sample preparation kit (Illumina, Inc. San Diego, CA). 
These libraries were prepared and sequenced on April 2012 and January 2013 using the 
Illumina platforms HiScanSQ (100 bp paired reads in 2 lanes) and Hiseq2000 (100 bp 
paired reads in 4 lanes) respectively. Two of the nine cDNA libraries were prepared and 
sequenced using Hiseq2000 (100 bp paired reads in 1 lane) at the Biomolecular Resource 
Facility (BRF), Canberra, Australia (February 2014). Raw sequence reads from all 9 
samples were then processed. 
 
3.2.3 Read pre-processing  
We extracted all the sequence reads that were a match to a virus or a virus-like sequence 
from the complete set of raw reads. We created a virus database by downloading all 
available complete virus genome sequences form the NCBI database with the exception 
of the human immunodeficiency viruses. In addition, all sequences that were a match to a 
virus (from Blastx of the non-redundant NCBI database) found in the transcriptome 
assembly of V. jacobsoni (data not shown) were also added to the database. Next, we 
used DeconSeq v 0.4.3 software (Schmieder & Edwards, 2011) to remove the virus 
contaminant reads. Finally, adapters were removed from the virus contaminant reads 
using in-house Perl scripts and quality trimming was performed using Trimmomatic v 
0.30 (Bolger et al., 2014), trimmomaticSE -phred33 
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ILLUMINACLIP:adapters.fa:2:35:15 LEADING:7 TRAILING:7 
SLIDINGWINDOW:4:13 MINLEN:30 (Table 3.2). Since the reads were independently 
quality trimmed, some reads were unpaired after trimming, theses unpaired reads were 
pooled together and added to the R1 reads set, for assembly purposes. Furthermore, we 
added all paired and unpaired unmapped reads that were thrown out during the creation 
of the V. jacobsoni virus assembly, in order to capture any reads that were a match to 
virus that was not present in our database (Figure 3.1).  
 
3.2.4 Creating the V. jacobsoni virus transcriptome assembly  
The transcriptome assembly was performed using the paired and unpaired reads. A de 
novo transcriptome assembly was created using Trinity default parameters (kmer length = 
25 and min_contig_length 200 nucleotides, Figure 3.1). In addition a second virus 
assembly was created with not only the virus-like reads extracted using DeconSeq, but 
also from the all the raw reads data and this was used to search specifically for deformed 
wing virus. 
 
3.2.4.1 Description of a gene according to Trinity 
For the de novo assembly Trinity reports many predicted transcripts, which are calculated 
by combining all the splice junctions predicted in the data; some of these predicted 
isoforms are not observed. In the first stage, Trinity reads are clustered according to their 
sequence overlap into components. As the assembly progresses the components are 
further divided into subcomponents and predicted isoforms.  
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The idea of a gene most closely matches the component level as determined by blast 
comparisons (data not shown). Therefore we refer to a Trinity component 
(gene/sequence) as a gene in our expression analyses. 
 
3.2.4.2 Assessing the quality of the assembly  
To assess the quality of the final assembled transcripts, all the virus RNAseq cleaned 
reads were aligned back to the de novo assembly using botwie2 (Langmead & Salzberg, 
2012) and overall mapping statistics were estimated. To annotate and survey the 
assembled transcripts, we also conducted a complete Blastx similarity (E-value ≤ 1e-06) 
search against the non-redundant NCBI database. Furthermore, tblastx was performed for 
each virus genome sequence identified in the previous step using an E-value ≤ 1e-06. 
 
3.2.5 Surveying the presence and absence of viruses   
We first quantified the assembled transcripts using the Trinity 
align_and_estimate_abundance.pl script (Grabherr et al., 2011). This script uses RSEM 
(Li & Dewey, 2011) to estimate transcript abundances by mapping the RNAseq reads to 
the assembled transcriptome using the aligner tool bowtie2. Briefly, RSEM estimates the 
expected (true) counts (EC) for genes and predicted transcripts. The EC for each gene 
were further analyzed by ranking the EC according to their abundance. The most 
abundant genes, those covering at least 90% of EC in each sample, were selected for 
further analysis. The gene lists for each sample were compared with the nr database using 
Blastx, using an E-value ≤ 1e-06, and genes corresponding to the same viral sequence 
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identified. EC and FPKM values for viral sequences found to be abundant in any sample 
were extracted for analysis. 
 
3.2.5.1 Surveying for the presence and absence of other pathogens  
Besides viruses, other microbes and parasites associated with V. jacobsoni may be 
present. Therefore we used the assembly to perform a Blastn query of a curated public 
database containing about 60 mega-base pairs of public sequence from microbes 
associated with honey bees, and requiring an E-value < 0.00001. Positive hits were also 
queried against the non-redundant NCBI database.  
 
3.2.6 Performing differential expression analysis 
Expected counts per gene per sample were combined into a matrix count, and this matrix 
was used as input for all downstream expression analyses. This analysis was performed 
using DESeq2 R package v. 1.0.19 (Love et al., 2014). All differentially expressed genes 
with a False Discovery Rate (FDR) of 0.2 were extracted and used for downstream 
analysis; we will refer to these genes as differentially expressed mite virus genes 
(DEMVG) in the rest of the manuscript. Briefly, DESeq2 implements a model based on 
negative binomial distribution and was run under R release 3.0.1. Before performing the 
DE analysis, DESeq2 automatically performs independent filtering of the genes with low 
counts (weakly expressed) in order to maximize the number of DEMVG with adjusted p 





3.2.6.1 Heatmap of differentially expressed mites genes 
To generate the heatmap and gene clustering, we used Edger and heatmap.3, R packages. 
FPKM (Fragments Per Kilobase per Million) values obtained from RSEM for each of the 
DEMVG were normalized and log2 transformed prior to gene clustering. Genes were 
clustered according to their pattern of expression. 
 
3.2.7 Looking for evidence of deformed wing virus presence 
We performed a Blastx to align the putative virus assembly against the non-redundant 
NCBI database and extracted the best-hit sequences that matched deformed wing virus 
(DWV) with an E-value ≤ 1e-06. Furthermore, we performed a local Blastn of the virus 
assembly against the best DWV isolate match found in the previous Blastx hits.  
 
3.3. Results 
3.3.1 V. jacobsoni virus transcriptome assembly  
Using the Trinity assembler we created two de novo assemblies, the first one was created 
using all virus-like reads and all unmapped reads. This assembly produced a total of 
11,877 trinity putative transcripts (10,205 trinity putative genes, N50 = 1,153 bp). The 
second assembly was created using only the virus-like reads that were extracted using 
DeconSeq. This assembly produced a total 943 trinity putative transcripts (454 trinity 
putative genes/sequences, N50 = 3,096 bp). V. jacobsoni mite samples were collected 
from two different honey bee hosts, A. cerana and A. mellifera which correspond to two 
different geographic locations, the Solomon Islands and PNG, respectively. A total of 
nine RNAseq libraries were constructed and sequenced using two Illumina sequencing 
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platforms (Table 3.1). Using DeconSeq we extracted total of 31,112,591 raw paired reads 
(15,556,295 PE) that were a match to a virus or a virus-like from the complete sequenced 
reads set of 2,184,624,960 billions reads. The viral library we created contained a total of 
84,150 sequences of complete genome viruses (including the 1198 sequences that hast a 
match to a virus extracted from the V. jacobsoni assembly). Virus reads were then 
subjected to adapter removal, a total of 235,759 (<1%) reads with adapters were 
removed. Furthermore, a total of 617,561 (1.98%) reads with low quality were removed 
from the adapter clean reads set, leaving a total of 25,740,108 (82.73%) paired virus 
reads (cleaned and trimmed) and/or a total of 30,259,271 (97.25%) paired plus unpaired. 
A total of 543,73,224 paired unmapped reads that did not mapped to the V. jacobsoni 
assembly were extracted using bowtie2. Finally, a total of (84,620,808) clean virus reads 
plus unmapped (pair and unpair) reads were combined to create the transcriptome 
assemblies (Table 3.2).  
 
3.3.1.1 Assessing the quality of the assembly  
Clean reads ranging from 323,022 to 15,655,164 millions for each sample were mapped 
back to the de novo reference assembly using Bowtie2. Overall 84.3% of reads aligned to 
the reference indicating that almost all reads are represented in the assembly (Table 3.2).  
 
3.3.2 What viruses are present in V. jacobsoni? 
 By ranking the EC per each sample according to their accumulative values and 
extracting the genes with at least 90% of virus counts per each sample, we found a total 
of 27 sequences had a match to a virus annotation in the non-redundant NCBI database 
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(E-value ≤ 1e-06) database. Each one of these 27 sequences was found at least once in 
one of the samples. We found a total of 13 different viruses were represented in these 
sequences among them, Brevicoryne brassicae picorna-like virus, Deformed wing virus, 
Dragonfly cyclovirus 1, Farmington virus, Formica exsecta virus 2, Halyomorpha halys 
virus, Heliconius erato iflavirus, Kakugo virus, Kirsten murine sarcoma virus, Sacbrood 
virus, Spodoptera exigua iflavirus 1, and Tomato mosaic virus/Ngewotan virus which is a 
mite transmitted plant virus, see Table 3.3 for a detailed description of absence and 
presence of virus per sample. Among the most important viruses found in this survey was 
deformed wing virus. As far as we know this is the first report that DWV is present in V. 
jacobsoni. 
 
Furthermore we evaluated the most abundant viruses across all samples and found a total 
of 12 sequences aligned to the non-redundant NCBI database with an E-value ≤ 1e-06. A 
total of 7 different virus descriptions are represented by these sequences among them 
Brevicoryne brassicae picorna-like virus, Dragonfly cyclovirus 1, Farmington virus, 
Halyomorpha halys virus, Heliconius erato iflavirus, Kirsten murine sarcoma virus and 
tomato mosaic virus. Table 3.4 shows the list of these viruses color coded for their 
abundances (FPKM values) across all nine samples of V. jacobsoni. The most abundant 
virus found, represented in this assembly is the Brevicoryne brassicae picorna-like virus 
but the second best hit for this sequence was to DWV so we investigated further as to its 
identity. Interestingly we also found evidence for the presence of Dragonfly cyclovirus 1, 
this virus has been previously found in birds and mammalian feces (Dayaram et al., 
2013). It is a small, single-stranded circular DNA virus. Many isolates were found and 
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described in the Dragonfly (Rosario et al., 2011). Therefore its host range is not well 
defined. The top Blastx hit to dragonfly cyclovirus is a sequence (c37904) that is 932 bp 
long. A pairwise Blastx alignment of the replication-associate peptide sequence covers 
almost all the query with 49% identity. (Dayaram et al., 2013) reported that the 
replication-associated protein of the Dragonfly cyclovirus 1 isolates have at least 48% 
identity. In addition, when we translated the nucleotide sequence using ExPasy we found 
that this sequence it is one open reading frame. The capsid part of these viruses share 
only 29% identity. We did a Blastn query of the capsid sequence against the assembly but 
we were unable to find it.  
 
3.3.2.1 Survey of honey bee microbes present in V. jacobsoni 
Blastn of the virus sequences against the honey bee microbe/parasite database (p < 
0.00001) revealed relatively few hits. However a few 'novel' microbes, were identified 
with the help of subsequent alignments to the non-redundant NCBI database. Among 
them were a few bacterial taxa, such a transcript with 94% identity to Spriroplasma apis 
23S sequence. We also found one likely microsporidian (100% identity) and a few fungi. 
Microsporidians are to obligate parasites, which may present some control options if 
these parasites also infect V. destructor. We also found a solid match to a Tymovirus 
(Macula-like; Table 3.5). However, no hits to this virus were found in our previous 




3.3.3 Virus expression profile in A. cerana vs. A. mellifera hosts 
We used DESeq2, to quantify expression and identify the differentially expressed mite 
virus genes (DEMVG). The expression analysis was performed at the gene level (10,205) 
putative genes in the count matrix) and a total of 25 DEMVG were extracted with a FDR 
< 0.2 (Figure 3.2). Of those DEMVG we found only four of these sequences were a 
match to a virus; 3 of them were higher expressed and one lower expressed in the mites 
reproducing in the A. mellifera host. Among the four viruses we found Cyclovirus 
PK5222, Farmington virus, Sacbrood virus, Spodoptera exigua iflavirus (Figure 3.2). It is 
worth clarifying that these virus descriptions are found multiple times across the survey 
virus list (Table 3.3) and the 12 most abundant virus list (Table 3.4). However, their 
Blastx ids and the sequence assembly ids are different, indicating that there are multiple 
sequences across the assembly that match the same virus description. We also observed 
that the pattern of expression levels across these four DEMVG showed a clear 
geographical separation between the samples collected in the Solomon Islands and PNG. 
To further investigate this we performed a principal component analysis (PCA) and the 
results from this analysis provided further evidence of this regional separation (Figure 
3.3). According to the DEVMG the samples that were collected on the SI and found 
reproducing in the A. cerana host plus the sample not-reproducing on the A. mellifera 
host also collected in SI clustered together. The samples reproducing in A. mellifera that 




3.3.4 Evidence of Deformed wing virus in V. jacobsoni 
To look for evidence of deformed wing virus we used the trinity assembly that produced 
only 943 transcripts (545 putatives genes/sequences). Since this assembly was less 
fragmented and had larger average length contigs, we decided it would be more suitable 
for looking for the deformed wing virus sequences. We performed a local Blastn of this 
assembly against the DWV- Pennsylvania isolate genome (10,166 bp) and we found a 
total of eight unique sequences were a match to DWV-PA isolate with percent identity > 
97% using and E-value ≤ 1e-06 detailed Blastn results given in (Additional file 9: Table 
S11). Furthermore, we manually assembled these eight sequences and we observed they 
covered nearly the entire genome (Figure 3.4). 
 
3.4 Discussion 
We have assembled two de novo virus transcriptomes of V. jacobsoni. It is clear that 
there are some differences in the total amount of transcripts that each assembly produced.  
One assembly is more fragmented than the other one. We speculate that the reasons 
behind these differences are first, the total amount of reads used to create each assembly 
and second, the types of reads that were used. For the larger assembly with 10,206 
sequences we used all virus-like reads that were a match to the custom viral database that 
we created plus all the unmapped reads that were not used by Trinity to create the 
transcriptome of V. jacobsoni. Usually the reads that do not assemble are either low 
quality or contain to many repetitive sequences (which is typical of contaminant 
sequences) that are difficult for Trinity to assemble, but we included unmapped reads in 
this assembly to try to capture any novel microbe sequences that were not present in the 
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viral library. The assembly with fewer and larger contigs was able to capture only the 
viruses that were present in our custom viral database. Our mapping results of 83.44% 
overall alignment of the viral reads against the virus reference assembly we consider to 
have a good representation of all the reads in the assembly. 
 
With regards to the list of virus sequences that we find represented in this transcriptome it 
is surprising that we did not find many viruses known to infect honey bees, with the 
exception of DWV, sacbrood virus, and slow bee paralysis virus. Blackened queen cell 
virus and Varroa destructor virus-1 were not observed even though these viruses are very 
common in Europe and North America and associated with V. destructor infestations. We 
were interested to determine not just which viruses were represented in this data but also 
whether or not there were any differences in the types of viruses present between Varroa 
parasitizing the two bee species, that might indicate an association with the success of 
these mites in reproducing and living on a particular host or reflect acquisition of virus 
from a host.  
 
Our findings suggest that overall all the mite samples had similar viruses, with slight 
differences in their abundances for some sequences. Twelve most abundant non-mite 
sequences had a match to a virus description, however, in some cases multiple sequences 
had a match to the same virus resulting in seven unique virus descriptions represented; 
among them; Brevicoryne brassicae picorna-like virus, Dragonfly cyclovirus 1, 
Farmington virus, Halyomorpha halys virus, Heliconius erato iflavirus, Kirsten murine 
sarcoma virus, tomato mosaic virus (Table 3.4). Interestingly, we found that the sequence 
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(c38419) is the sequence with the highest count across seven out of the nine samples and 
this sequence had a best Blastx match to the Brevicoryne brassicae picorna-like virus, 
however, the second best Blastx hit for this sequence was to a DWV and given our other 
analyses we believe this sequence is actually a DWV sequence. We also found another 
interesting virus, the Dragonfly cyclovirus 1. Further research is needed to determine 
whether this is a closely related species since we were unable to find the capsid sequence 
for this virus. So far only dragonflies appear to be a confirmed host of this species 
(Rosario et al., 2011). In addition, when we performed a Blatsn of the virus assembly 
against the complete genome of these two viruses we found not matches at all. 
 
The expression analysis suggested that there are four different viruses that are 
differentially expressed between mites on A. cerana and A. mellifera hosts, three of them 
were found up-regulated on the A. mellifera host. Among those three sequences we found 
a match to dragonfly cyclovirus PK5222. Even though this exact sequence was not found 
among the most abundant sequences, this cyclovirus appears to be one of the most 
abundant viruses that were common to all samples. This analysis shows a clear 
geographical clustering of the samples according to the expression patterns. Samples 
collected in SI clustered together and the sample collected in PNG also clustered together 
in their own group.  The lack of clear expression differences between the two hosts 
suggests that the viruses are not critical for host acquisition or overcoming host defenses. 
 
We have solid evidence that deformed wing virus infects V. jacobsoni and it is surprising 
that it is most closely related to an isolate from North America. As far as we know this is 
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the first time that DWV has been reported in V. jaconsoni and indeed the virus pathogens 
of this mite had not previously been determined. We have clear evidence that a good 
match to the DWV-PA isolate is almost fully contained in eight sequences of our 
assembly at about 97% overall sequence identity and E-value ranging from 1E-113 to 0. 
It seems likely that the DWV-PA isolate originated in Asia and spread to the rest of the 
world using V. destructor as a vector. V. jacobsoni also harbors this virus.  
 
3.5 Conclusions 
We have assembled a virus transcriptome of V. jacobsoni to provide the first survey of 
pathogens in this species. Among the list of putative viruses found we have Brevicoryne 
brassicae picorna-like virus, Deformed wing virus, Dragonfly cyclovirus 1, Farmington 
virus, Formica exsecta virus 2, Halyomorpha halys virus, Heliconius erato iflavirus, 
Kakugo virus, Kirsten murine sarcoma virus, Sacbrood virus, Spodoptera exigua iflavirus 
1, and Tomato mosaic virus.   Additional Blastn search of a honey bee associated 
microbe database revealed the likely presence of Macula-like virus (Tymoviridae), a 
microsporidan and a spiroplasma previously reported from A. mellifera. We are reporting 
for the first time the presence of deformed wing virus in V. jacobsoni samples 
reproducing on A. mellifera host that were collected from Goroka, PNG and also found in 
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Table 3.1 Description of V. jacobsoni samples submitted for RNA sequencing 
Bee host Reproductive status Collection Collection sites Year of sequencing 
A. cerana Reproducing Drone cells SC*, Solomon Islands Apr 2012 (HiScanSQ) 
A. cerana Reproducing Drone cells UGI, Solomon Islands Jan 2013 (Hiseq2000) 
A. cerana Reproducing Drone cells Guadalcanal, Solomon Islands Jan 2013 (Hiseq2000) 
A. mellifera** Non-reproducing Drone and worker cells SC and UGI (Solomon Islands) Apr 2012 (HiScanSQ) 
A. mellifera Reproducing Drone cells Goroka, PNG Apr 2012 (HiScanSQ) 
A. mellifera Reproducing Drone cells Goroka, PNG Jan 2013 (Hiseq2000) 
A. mellifera Reproducing Drone cells Goroka, PNG Jan 2013 (Hiseq2000) 
A. mellifera Reproducing Drone cells Goroka, PNG Jan 2014 (Hiseq2000) 
A. mellifera Reproducing Drone cells Goroka, PNG Jan 2014 (Hiseq2000) 
 
*SC = San Cristobel, Salomon Islands 
PNG = Papua New Guinea 




Table 3.2 Summary of sequencing, processing, and mapping of V. jacobsoni virus reads 
                  
  









pairs All pairs (%align)   
  Ac-reproductive 2344084 14968 2329116 22889 2098000 4572544 6670544 (86.45%)   
  Ac-reproductive 5030223 41384 4988839 125532 4337846 8992860 13330706 (84.69%)   
  Ac-reproductive 7838360 53156 7785204 164120 5562598 10092566 15655164 (82.30%)   
  
Am-not 
reproductive 117713 2077 115636 1787 101486 221536 323022 (82.75%)   
  Am-reproductive 2277776 9640 2268136 18380 1960224 3645812 5606036 (83.62%)   
  Am-reproductive 2703034 17740 2685294 48169 2364678 5233234 7597912 (84.90%)   
  Am-reproductive 3196890 52283 3144607 74535 2752184 6747124 9499308 (85.12%)   
  Am-reproductive 3499734 19934 3479800 102555 2905228 7548686 10453914 (84.00%)   
  Am-reproductive 4104777 24577 4080200 59594 3657864 6311402 9969266 (85.10%)   
  Undetermined - - - - - 1007460 -   
  Total 31112591 235759 30876832 617561 25740108 54373224 80113332 (84.33%)   
  Summary   
  Total pairs 80113332   
  R1 (Left) 40056666   
  R2 (Right) 40056666   
  Total reads for Trinity assembly   
  R1 plus un-mapped unpaired 44564142   
  R2 40056666   
  Total 84620808    
    
*Reads where the barcode could not be decoded.
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Table 3.3 Survey of viruses that were abundant (at least 90% of virus counts) in at least one of the V. jacobsoni samples 






































48251.1| Bat cyclovirus GF-4c   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓       1E-30 
c38383 
gi|290783614|gb|AD
D62453.1| Cyclovirus PK5034 ✓ ✓     ✓       ✓ 1E-26 
c37988 
gi|290783653|gb|AD
D62479.1| Cyclovirus TN18 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 1E-24 
c33258 
gi|480306442|gb|AG
J74756.1| Dragonfly cyclovirus 1 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 1E-41 
c36526           ✓       1E-20 
c37904 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 5E-68 
c38220   ✓     ✓ ✓       1E-47 
c38333 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 3E-64 
c38413 gi|511649168|gb|AG











Formica exsecta virus 2 (VDV-1 1E-




Heliconius erato iflavirus (DWV-1 9E-




Brevicoryne brassicae picorna-like 




Kakugo virus (DWV 1E-09, and 2E-







_008719809.1| Halyomorpha halys virus (SBV, 4E-15) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 1E-19 
c38403 
gi|402749284|gb|AF
Q95416.1| Sacbrood virus (SBPV, 2E-14) ✓ ✓   ✓ ✓ ✓     ✓ 4E-31 
c38405 
gi|296005647|ref|YP
_003622540.1| Slow bee paralysis virus ✓ ✓     ✓         5E-11 
c38416 
gi|297578409|gb|ADI
46683.1| Slow bee paralysis virus   ✓     ✓         2E-11 
c38321 gi|357580074|ref|YP
_004935365.1| 
Spodoptera exigua iflavirus 1 ( SBPV, 
1E-06) 
✓ ✓     ✓         2E-15 




Tomato mosaic virus (Ngewotan virus 
2E-31, mite transmitted plant virus) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 7E-80 
c38418 
gi|612400723|ref|YP
_009026409.1| Heliconius erato iflavirus ✓ ✓     ✓         2E-70 
c37658 
gi|584595298|gb|AHI
42034.2| Human cyclovirus ✓ ✓               1E-24 
c38152 
gi|939930|emb|CAA
80675.1| Kirsten murine sarcoma virus ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 4E-89 
 
*Descriptions in parenthesis are matches to the second best Blastx hits, DVW = Deformed wing virus, VDV = Varroa destructor 
Virus, SBPV = Slow Bee Paralysis virus and SBV = Sackbrood Virus. 
Am = A. mellifera host, Ac = A. cerana host. Virus present = gray box, virus sequence absent = white box
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Table 3.4 Most abundant viruses found across all V jacobsoni samples 

































 Description E-value 
c38421 
gi|511649168|gb|A
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Tomato mosaic virus (Ngewotan virus 2E-31, 
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1|                   
Brevicoryne brassicae picorna-like virus ( 




Descriptions in parenthesis are matches to the second best Blastx hits, DVW = Deformed wing virus, VDV = Varroa destructor 
virus, SBPV = Slow Bee Paralysis virus and SBV = Sackbrood Virus. Am = A. mellifera host, Ac = A. cerana host. Color sacle 
boxes indicate FPKM values, red = lowest PFKM values to blue = highest PFKM values. 
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Table 3. 5 Honey bee related microbes and parasites found in V. jacobsoni virus assembly 
Gene id Total Hits BLASTN or MegaBLAST – NR (% identity) 
c4823 1 Kinase, Spraguea (microsporidia) plus snRNA U6 100% small noncoding 
c39412 1 Cand. Saccharibacteria 16S (94%) 
c44280 1 Penicillium marneffei actin (93%) 
c3550 4 Corynebacterium 23S (97%) 
c37800 5 Macula-like virus (Tymoviridae) (95%) 
c37050 5 Pseudomonas 23S (99%) 
c37899 5 Psychrobacter 23S (gammaprot) (92%) 
c43501 6 DWV_Canada2 (plus others) (98%) 
c39827 7 DWV_PA (99%) 
c31436 8 DWV_PA isolate (98%) 
c41977 9 DWV_PA (99%) 
c37060 10 DWV_Warwick (98%) 
c38410 11 DWV_PA isolate (99%) 
c38204 16 DWV_PA capsid (99%) 
c35372 16 Neisseria 23S (gamma-proteo bact) (100%) 
c38315 70 23S Spiroplasma (94%) 



















Figure 3.1 Pipeline steps followed to build the V. jacobsoni virus assembly  















Figure 3.2 Heatmap of differentially expressed virus sequences of V. jacobsoni mites 
(FDR < 0.2) 
Heatmap of expression values (log2 transformed normalized FPKM) of the differentially 
expressed virus genes of adult female V. jacobsoni mites reproducing on A. cerana or A. 
mellifera. Dark red and dark blue indicate higher and lower expression values, 
respectively. Light yellow and light purple bars indicate A. cerana host and A. mellifera 
host, respectively. Light orange and khaki bars indicate collection site, Solomon Islands 














Figure 3.3 Principal component analysis of global expression profiles of V. jacobsoni 
mite viruses per each sample 
Samples names highlighted in the dark blue circle were collected from the Solomon 














Figure 3.4 DWV-PA isolate sequence coverage by V. jacobsoni virus sequences 
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? Urban Landscaping. Zamorano University and Cortés, Honduras, 2001 (40 hours). 
? Agricultural Science Workshop Series, Zamorano University. Fall 2001 (8-24 hours). 
PRESENTATIONS GIVEN 
? Andino, G.K., Gribskov, M., Anderson, D., Hunt, G. J. Varroa jacobsoni mites that 
differ in their reproductive success on the European honey bee (Apis mellifera) 
display differential gene expression. Presentation at the Workshop: Understanding the 
Apis-Varroa interactions; insights for improving bee health. Cairns, Australia, July 
11-12, 2014.  
? Andino, G.K., Gribskov, M., Anderson, D., Hunt, G. J. Varroa jacobsoni haplotypes that 
differ in their reproductive success on the European honey bee (Apis mellifera) display 
differential gene expression. Poster presentation at the Sigma Xi Chapter: Graduate Student 
and Post-Doctoral Research Poster Award Competition. Purdue University, West Lafayette, 
IN. (February 2014). 
? Andino, G.K., Gribskov, M., Anderson, D., Hunt, G. J. Varroa jacobsoni haplotypes that 
differ in their reproductive success on the European honey bee (Apis mellifera) display 
differential gene expression. Poster competition at the 2nd Symposium of Zamoranos in the 
U.S. “The building bricks for the future of agriculture”. Kurz Purdue Technology Center, 
West Lafayette, IN. (July 2013). 
? Andino, G.K. Overview of the Association of Zamorano Alumni (AZA) At Purdue. Speaker 
invited at the 2nd Symposium of Zamoranos in the U.S. “The building bricks for the future of 
agriculture”. Kurz Purdue Technology Center, West Lafayette, IN. (July 2013). 
? Andino, G.K., Gribskov, M., Anderson, D., Hunt, G. J. Varroa jacobsoni haplotypes that 
differ in their reproductive success on the European honey bee (Apis mellifera) display 
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differential gene expression. Graduate student poster competition at the NCB-ESA meeting in 
Rapid City, South Dakota 2013. (Winner of the 3rd place, June 2013). 
? Andino, G.K., Gribskov, M., Anderson, D., Hunt, G. J. Varroa jacobsoni haplotypes that 
differ in their reproductive success on the European honey bee (Apis mellifera) display 
differential gene expression. Poster presentation at the 7th Annual Arthropod Genomics 
Symposium and VectorBase Workshop 2013, University of Notre, Dame Notre Dame, IN. 
(June 2013). 
? Andino, G.K., San Miguel, P., Westerman, R., Anderson, D., Hunt, G.J. Transcriptome 
analysis of Varroa jacobsoni that differ in their reproductive success on Apis mellifera. Poster 
presentation at 6th Annual Arthropod Genomics Symposium: ? Arthropod Genomics 2012: 
Taking Center Stage? and i5k Community Workshop, Kansas City, MO. (May 30 – June 2, 
2012). 
? Andino, G.K. and Hunt, G.J. A new assay to measure mite-grooming behavior in honeybees. 
Graduate student poster competition at the First Symposium of Zamoranos in the U.S. 
OARDC, Wooster, OH. May 2011. (Winner of the 1st place). 
? Andino, G.K. Genetic analysis of honey bee resistance to Nosema ceranae, Methods seminar 
presentation at Department of Entomology, Purdue University, West Lafayette IN. (April 
2011). 
? Andino, G.K. and Hunt, G.J. A new assay to measure mite-grooming behavior in honey bees. 
Graduate student poster competition at the NCB-ESA meeting in Minneapolis, MN. March 
2011. (Winner of the 2nd place). 
? Andino, G.K. and Hunt, G.J. A new assay to measure mite-grooming behavior. Poster 
presentation at Sigma Xi Chapter, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN. (February 2011). 
? Andino, G.K. A new assay to measure mite-grooming behavior. Presentation at the American 
Bee Research Conference (ABRC), Orlando, FL. (January 2010). 
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? Ammons, A., Andino, G.K., Arechavaleta, M., Emore, E., Guzmaán, E., Hunt, G.J. and 
Schlipalius, D. The genetics of the Honey Bee Colony Defense. Poster presentation at the 
Pulse Retreat 2008, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN. (August 2008). 
? Ammons, A., Andino, G.K., Arechavaleta, M., Emore, E., Guzmaán, E., Hunt, G.J. and 
Schlipalius, D. The genetics of the Honey Bee Colony Defense. Poster presentation at the 
Second Annual Arthropod Genomics Symposium, Kansas City, MO. (April 2008). 
? Study of a New Disease of Gliricidia sepium In Honduras. Presentation at the 48th Annual 
Meeting of the Interamerican Society for Tropical Horticulture. Tegucigalpa, Honduras. 
(October 2002).  
OUTREACH WORKSHOPS AND PRESENTATIONS GIVEN 
? Andino, G.K. Grooming behavior assays to select for Varroa mite resistance. Workshop 
Presentation at the Indiana State Beekeepers Association (ISBA), Summer meeting and Nuc 
Day, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN. (June 23rd, 2012). 
? Andino, G.K. Diseases and mite resistant bees: testing for hygienic and mite-grooming 
behavior. Workshop presentation at the Heartland Apicultural Society Conference (HAS), St. 
Vincennes, IN. (July 2011). 
? Andino, G.K. Extraction, preparation and identification of Nosema ceranae in honey bees. 
Workshop presentation at the Indiana State Beekeepers Association (ISBA), Purdue 
University, West Lafayette, IN. (June 2009 and 2010). 
? Andino, G.K. A new assay to measure mite-grooming behavior. Presentation at the Indiana 
State Beekeepers Association (ISBA), Danville, IN. (October 2009). 
? Andino, G.K. Looking for resistance and susceptibility response to Nosema cerana in honey 
bees Apis mellifera. Presentation at the Indiana State Beekeepers Association (ISBA), 





? Krupke, C.H., Hunt, G.J., Eitzer, B.D., Andino, G.K. and Given, K. (2012). Multiple routes of 
pesticide exposure for honey bees living near agricultural fields. PLoS One 7(1). doi: 
10.1371/journal.pone.0029268 
? Andino, G.K. and Hunt, G.J. (2011). A scientific note on a new assay to measure honeybee 
mite-grooming behavior. Apidologie 42: 481-484. doi: 10.1007/s13592-011-0004-1  
Abstracts 
? Andino, G.K., Caceres, V.A., Giraldo-Calderón G.I., Prado J.K., Raje, K.R. and Van Zee, J.P. 
(2010). 2008 Student debate: The use of genetically modified organism in entomology. 
Nielsen, A.L. and Burrus, R.G. (eds.), Am. Entomol. 56 (2): 107-108. 
? Andino, G.K. and Hunt, G.J. (2010). A new assay to measure mite-grooming behavior. In 
Proceedings of the 2010 American Bee Research Conference (ABRC-23st). American Bee 
Journal 150 (5): 497-511. 
Undergraduate Thesis 
? Andino, G., Doyle, M., and Rueda, A. (2002). Estudio del modo de transmisión de la 
enfermedad de la Hoja Pequeña de Gliricidia sepium causada por un fitoplasma (The 
Transmission Mechanisms of Little Leaf Disease in Gliricidia sepium caused by a 
Phytoplasma) http://bdigital.zamorano.edu/handle/11036/2213#sthash.VHnniBnz.dpuf) 
SCHOLARSHIPS AND HONOR AWARDS 
 
? Oser Family Scholarship 2014 in the amount of $1500, Entomology Department, 
Purdue University, West Lafayette IN. 
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? Travel expenses to present research results at the Workshop: Understanding the Apis-
Varroa interactions; insights for improving bee health. Cairns, Australia, July 11-12, 
2014.  
? NCB-ESA Student travel award to attend the 2014 North Central Branch ESA 
meeting, Des Moines, IA, March 9-12, 2014. (Award declined). 
? Gerald Leeb Scholarship 2013 in the amount of $1000, Entomology Department, 
Purdue University, West Lafayette IN. 
? Tuition scholarship and travel award to attend 18th Summer Institute in Statistical 
Genetics (SISG 2013). University of Washington, Seattle, WA July 15, 2013 - July 
26. 
? Scholarship granted by the i5K fellowship committee to attend and present research 
work at the i5K Community Workshop. Kansas City, MO. (May - June, 2012). 
? Certificate of appreciation for service to the Department of Entomology at Purdue 
University. (December 2011). 
? Scholarship granted by the Foundation for the Preservation of Honey Bees to attend 
and present research work at the 2010 North American Beekeeping Conference, a 
joint meeting of the American Beekeeping Federation, the Canadian Honey Council, 
the Apiary Inspectors of America, the Canadian Association of Professional 
Apiculturists, and the American Association of Professional Apiculturists. (2009). 
? Recognition for participating in the Diagnostics of Pests of Quarantine Importance in 
Honduras and the Region of OIRSA given by the Secretary of Agriculture and Cattle 
(SAG) and the National Service for Health Agriculture (SENASA) 2005. 
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? Recognition for most outstanding performance during annual trainings granted by the 
International Regional Organization for Plant and Animal Health (OIRSA) 2004. 
? Scholarship granted by the International Science Foundation for thesis project “The 
Transmission Mechanisms of Little Leaf Disease in Gliricidia sepium caused by a 
Phytoplasm” (2002). 
? Studies in Zamorano: Scholarship granted by the Secretary of Agriculture of the 
United States, through the program Food For Progress. (1999 - 2002). 
? Studies in Zamorano: Scholarship granted by The Secretary of Agriculture and Cattle 
(SAG), 1999-2002. 
MEMBERSHIPS 
? Studies in Zamorano: Scholarship granted by The Secretary of Agriculture and Cattle 
(SAG), 1999-2002. 
? American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) 2012-2014. 
? American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) 2012-2014 
? American Genetic Association and Journal of Heredity (2012). 
? Entomology Graduate student Association (EGO) 2009 – Present. 
? Entomology Graduate student Association (EGO) 2009 – Present 
? Association of Zamorano Alumni (AZA) at Purdue University, 2009 – present. 
- President (2013) 
- Treasurer (2011)  








? Winterization project. I assisted in preparing the yards and homes of the elderly and 
disabled in Tippecanoe County for winter, in teams of 8 to 10 people. (November 
2010, 2011 and 2013). 
? Springification project. I assisted in preparing the yards and homes of the elderly and 
disabled in Tippecanoe County for spring, in teams of 8 to 10 people. (April 2013). 
? Purdue Spring Fest Bug Bowl. I assisted the Department of Entomology at Purdue 
University on honey bees specimens and equipment demonstration and honey tasting 
event. (Spring 2009, 2010, 2011 and 2013).  
? Professional oral presentation judge at the 10th annual Undergraduate Research 
Poster Symposium. Purdue University, West Lafayette IN. (April 2012). 
? Professional oral presentation judge at the 2011 Summer Undergraduate Research 
Fellowships (SURF) Symposium. Purdue University, West Lafayette IN. (September 
2011). 
? Tippecanoe County Butterfly Encounter. I assisted with the identification of the 
common butterflies of Indiana and answering questions that the attendees had. (July 
2011 and 2012). 
? Department of Entomology Seminar Series Committee Chair. I assisted preparing the 
Department Seminar speakers schedules and setting student lunch with guest speaker. 
(2010 to present). 
? Purdue Entomology Insectaganza. I assisted the Department of Entomology at Purdue 





? Attend Upper Room Fellowship Christian Church, West Lafayette, Indiana 
? Gardening 
? Knitting and Crocheting  
? Sewing 
LANGUAGES 
? -Spanish-native language.   
? English-writing and speaking fluency. 
SOTFWARE AND PROGRAMMING LANGUAGUES 
? Working Knowledge 
- Perl, Unix, R-bioconductor 
- Next Generation Sequencing Software (Trinity, RSEM, Bowtie, Samtools, 
GATK, BWA, and IGV) 
? Basic Knowledge 
- MySQL 
